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Peery, William McBuire M.S. March, 1989 Geology
Migration and Degradation of Dissolved Gasoline in a Highly 
Transmissive, Unconfined, Gravel and Cobble Aquifer: A Study 
of the Champion Missoula Sawmill Spill, Missoula, Montana
Directors Dr. William W. Woessner
In May of 1985, a pressure test on a buried tank at the 
Champion Missoula Sawmill resulted in the loss of 
approximately 600 gallons (2,271 1) of leaded gasoline to 
the Missoula Aquifer, a highly transmissive, glacio—alluvial 
aquifer. Within ten weeks, domestic wells located in the 
California Street area, 1200 feet (366 m> west and 
downgradient of the spill site, had become contaminated with 
benzene, toluene, and xylene (BTX). The spill occurred at a 
time when the water table was at its highest because of 
spring recharge from the Clark Fork River.
The goal of this study was to document the migration and 
fate of the dissolved phase of a gasoline spill. I took 
monthly water level measurements at 57 wells and obtained 
seasonal water quality data for organic, inorganic, and 
bacterial contamination. I used a two-dimensional ground 
water flow model to determine the distribution of 
transmissivity throughout the study area. I used a solute 
transport model to compare the migration of a simulated 
plume in the modeled flow field with the actual migration of 
the BTX plume and to predict contaminant migration beyond 
the time span of the study.
The ground water flow and modeling study revealed that BTX 
migration from the spill site followed a northwest path that 
appears to be controlled by zones of high transmissivity. 
Though a downward gradient exists within the study area, 
water quality analyses during my study showed no mixing of 
the contaminant below the upper 25 saturated feet (7.6 m) of 
the aquifer.
Over a two year period, BTX concentrations at the spill 
well decreased by approximately 65%. Water quality analyses 
reveal that seasonal plumes of BTX are created as the water 
table rises and contacts contaminated soil, but that 
concentrations of the plumes are quickly reduced to near or 
below detection levels by the time the plumes have migrated 
1200 feet (366 m) to the residential California-Montana 
Streets area. This attenuation is a result of dispersion and 
biodégradation. High levels of dissolved manganese and iron 
in Champion monitoring wells and domestic wells immediately 
off-site are associated with the BTX plume and are result of 
oxidation of the hydrocarbons by bacteria.
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INTRODUCTION
In May of 1985, the Champion International sawmill in 
Missoula, Montana lost approx imately 600 gallons (2,271 1> 
of leaded gasoline to the Missoula Aquifer as a result of a 
pressure test on a buried gasoline tank. The dissolved phase 
of this spill contaminated domestic wells 1200 feet (366 m> 
downgradient of the spill site with benzene, toluene, and 
the g— , m-, g— xylenes (BTX). These lighter, non—polar, 
aromatic hydrocarbons are the more water-soluble components 
of gasoline.
This study was unfunded. Though it does not contain the 
same degree of sampling density as other published studies, 
my conclusions are supported by data collected on the 
physical and bio—chemical aspects of the ground water system 
and from the literature. This study is important because it 
documents the migration and fate of dissolved gasoline in a 
highly transmissive, gravel and cobble, water table aquifer. 
Such an aquifer is typical of the valley fill aquifers found 
in the west.
PREVIOUS STUDIES
Previous studies document the interaction between 
organic contaminants and ground water, focusing on 
attenuation by dispersion, sorption, and bio-chemical 
processes. Dispersion cannot be predicted accurately because 
of scale problems between lab and field experiments. But
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
adsorption of an organic solute can be estimated with order 
of magnitude accuracy, if the octanol—water partition 
coefficient of the solute and the organic carbon content of 
the O.124mm size fraction of the aquifer are known (Newsom, 
1985; Roberts et al., 1985; and Schwarzenbach and Geiger,
1985). For those aquifers in which the organic content is 
less than O.IX (<0.001 gram of organic carbon for one gram 
of aquifer material), the sorption of an organic solute by a 
mineral will depend on the surface area and nature of the 
mineral surface (Schwarzenbach and Geiger, 1985).
Barker et al. (1987) conducted a study of the natural 
attenuation of BTX in a sandy, unconfined aquifer and found 
that the dissolved plume moved slightly slower than the 
ground water flow because of sorption. The authors concluded 
that attenuation was primarily by biodegradation, which was 
controlled by the availability of dissolved oxygen, and that 
the plume moved further and persisted longer in zones with 
lower levels of dissolved oxygen. Bouwer (1984) and WiIson 
et al. (1986) also emphasize that the availability of oxygen 
is the controlling factor in the rate of aerobic 
biodegradation of BTX.
Similar to Barker et al. (1987), The results of my 
study indicate that attenuation of the BTX plume(s) is by 
processes of biodegradat ion and dispersion.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
This study began in July, 1986, one year after the 
initial spill. My goals were to document the migration and 
fate of the dissolved phase of a gasoline spill through a 
highly transmissive, gravel and cobble, water table aquifer. 
I planned to evaluate the migration of and mechanisms acting 
to attenuate the plume. Water quality data had been 
collected prior to this study. I used those data along with 
water quality data collected during my study year to 
interpret the bio-chemical aspects of attenuation. There was 
minimal data on the physical system throughout the study 
site, and therefore, my study emphasized the following 
object ives:
(1) To determine the flow of ground water
and characterize the stratigraphy of the 
Champion-California Street area, and to 
evaluate their effects on lateral and 
vertical contaminant migration; '
(2) To determine the effects of recharge from
the Clark Fork River and irrigation 
ditches on contaminant migration;
(3) To monitor water quality in selected
shallow and deep wells for BTX, bacteria, 
and changes in water chemistry. I used 
these data to trace the lateral and 
vertical migration of the gasoline.
(4) To develop a model of two-dimensional
ground water flow and solute transport 
that reproduces field data and aids in 
evaluating migration pathways. I used 
the results of my modeling efforts to 
predict future contaminant migration 
beyond the time span of the study.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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STUDY AREA AND HISTORY OF SPILL
Missoula, Montana is located in west-central Montana at 
the confluence of the Clark Fork and Bitterroot Rivers 
(Figure 1). The city lies within a fault— bounded, 
intermontane basin that receives an average annual 
precipitation of 13 inches (33 cm). The city's water supply 
comes entirely from the Missoula Aquifer, which is 
unconfined and composed of lOO to 150 feet (30—46 m) of 
inter layered silts, coarse sands, gravels, cobbles, and 
boulders.
The study area encompasses the Champion Missoula 
Sawmill and California-Montana Streets neighborhood in 
Missoula. This area is located along the southern bank of 
the Clark Fork River between Orange and Russell Streets 
(Figure 2). The Clark Fork River forms the northern boundary 
of the study area, and the Missoula irrigation ditch forms 
the southern boundary.
During April and May of 1985, residents of the 
California-Montana Streets area reported petroleum like 
tastes and odors contaminating drinking water supplied by 
their domestic wells. A buried fuel tank, east of the area 
at the Champion Missoula Sawmill, was a possible source of 
the contami nat ion. On May 17, 1985, a pressure test on the
buried tank at the Champion site resulted in a blowout and 
loss of approximately 600 gallons (2,271 1) of leaded 
gasoline. Within one month, petroleum odors were detected in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1: Location of Missoula, Montana (Clark, 1986)
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7
MelIs 1200 feet (366 m) to the west in the residential area 
(J.R. Carr/Associates, 1985), and by July 26, 1985, samples
from nine domestic wells had measurable amounts of BTX.
A preliminary potentiometric surface map indicated that 
all the contaminated wells were downgradient and in the flow 
path of the spill site (Woessner, personal communication,
1986). Because of the nature of the site and amount of the 
spill, active remediation efforts such as bioreclamation, 
complete soil removal, and free product recovery were judged 
to be inappropriate by state officials. Champion replaced 
the nine wells that were contaminated with BTX, in addition 
to seven others that the Montana Water Quality Bureau judged 
to be at risk of future contamination (Figure 3).
Replacement wells were completed at a depth of lOO feet 
(30 m ) .
After the discovery of the spill. Champion pumped the 
remaining gasoline from the tank and removed the tank from 
the ground. Examination of the excavated tank revealed at 
least six pencil sized holes caused by corrosion and the 
slightly larger hole created by the pressure test (Price, 
personal communication, and Arrigo, 1986). The presence of 
corrosion holes and complaints by residents of poor water 
quality in the springs prior to 1985 suggest that the tank 
had been leaking prior to the investigation.
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Figure 3: H — represents the location of a well contaminated with
BTX; Q ” represents the location of a residential well judged to 




The Missoula Aquifer is principally Pleistocene in age 
and glacio—alluvial in origin. It is unconfined and composed 
of sand, gravel, cobbles, and boulders with discontinuous 
and interlayered silts and clays. Grain size analyses by 
Clark (1986) on four samples of aquifer material collected 
to a depth of 20 feet (6 m) indicate that the sediment is 
poorly sorted, and that 90% of the sediment is coarse-sand 
size or larger. Mean diameters of grains are in the coarse 
to very coarse pebble range. The thickness of the sands and 
gravels varies throughout the valley, but a well log within 
the study area indicates that the base of the aquifer is at 
least 140 feet (43 m) below land surface. The vadose zone is 
typically 30 feet (9 m) thick. The general ground water flow 
direction across the valley is to the southwest with a water 
table gradient of 0.0009 (Clark, 1986), but an initial study 
by the University of Montana in June, 1985 indicated that 
flow in the study area is to the west-northwest (Woessner, 
personal communication, 1986).
Clark (1986) documented the Clark Fork River as the 
principal source of recharge for the Missoula Aquifer. He 
estimated that the river recharged an average of 36 million 
gallons of water a day (1577 1/sec) to the aquifer along an 
eight mile (13 km) reach. The water table fluctuates between 
26—36 feet (8-11 m) below land surface in the vicinity of 
the spill site, with the lowest periods of the water table
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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coinciding with low river stages in January, February, and 
March and high periods coinciding with higher river stages 
and maximum recharge in May and June (Clark, 1986). Clark 
used aquifer tests, well log data, and permeameter tests to 
estimate values for hydraulic conductivity, specific yield, 
porosity, and transmissivity. These values are within the 
ranges proposed by Fetter (1980) and Freeze and Cherry 
(1979) for aquifer material similar to the Missoula Aquifer 
and are as follows:
Hydraulic Conductivity (K) = 10,000 gpd/ft* (408 m/day)
Specific Yield (Sy> = 10.6%
Porosity (n) = 19.7%
Transmissivity (T) = 1,000,000 gpd/ft
(12,420 m^/day)
An approximation of the true velocity of ground water 
flow across the Missoula Valley can be obtained from the 
above data using a water table gradient (i) of 0.0009 and 
the equation:
v e 1= K(i)/n
= 10,000 gpd/ft=* (.0009) /. 197 
= 45.68 gpd/ft^ (1 ft^ / 7,48 gal) 
= 6.11 ft/d (1.86 m/d)
I believe this value of the true velocity to be a 
minimum for the spill site area for reasons that I will 
explain further in the discussion section of this study.
METHODS
I examined 40 well logs from the study area to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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correlate the stratigraphy beneath the spill site with that 
of the residential area. In July 1986, I gauged the 
irrigation ditches with a Price AA current meter to 
determine if the aquifer was recharged with water by leakage 
through the ditch beds.
I took monthly water level measurements from July, 1986 
to June, 1987 (except for August and December). Using a 
steel tape measure graduated to hundredths of a foot, I 
measured water table levels in a network of 57 wells. I also 
measured the stage of the Clark Fork River from the Champion 
Railroad and Russell Street bridges (Figure 4). Champion 
monitoring sites 3001 to 3004 each contain a nest of two, 
two inch stainless steel wells screened at different depths. 
Domestic well sites 1020, 1008, 1016, and 1022 also contain
two wells; the original shallow wells, which were not filled 
with cement to allow future sampling of water quality, and 
the 100 foot replacement wells. I used the water table 
measurements to construct potentiometric surface maps for 
each month. However, to construct these maps from my field 
measurements, it was necessary to adjust head data for wells 
deeper than 60 feet (18 m) by +0.2—0.3 feet (+0.06 m). This 
was to compensate for the water level differences between 
shallow and deep wells. I determined the actual amount of 
adjustment each month through consideration of the water 
level differences between the shallow and deep wells for 
that month (see Appendix A for amount of adjustments). In
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Figure 4: Monitoring well network; A-F are ditch gauging points; 
V —  are stage measuring points for the Clark Fork River.
NJ
i:
doing so, I contoured the potentiometric surface within the 
50—60 foot (15— 18 m> level of the aquifer. This process 
smoothed the contours of each month's map.
I used water quality data collected by Champion and the 
Montana Water Quality Bureau prior to June, 1986 to 
supplement data collected during my study year. All sampling 
and analyses procedures followed strict quality 
assurance/quality control plans developed by the Water 
Qua1ity Bureau.
I directly participated in water quality sampling with 
personnel from the Montana Water Quality Bureau and Champion 
in November, 1986 and May, 1987 as part of those agencies’ 
quarterly sampling schedule. The November samples were 
analyzed for levels of BTX, bacteria, total organic carbon, 
and dissolved lead, and the May samples were analyzed for 
BTX, bacteria, phenols, and dissolved iron and manganese. On 
both occasions, I followed standard E.P.A. quality assurance 
procedures, as dictated by the Water Quality Bureau 
personnel, for volatile organic and metal sample preparation 
and préservâtion, sampling, and field instrument 
decontamination. I obtained bacteria samples from stainless 
steel bailers that were decontaminated in the field and 
sterilized using a blow torch. Bacteria samples were 
collected in autoclaved bottles to prevent field 
contamination.
Water quality samples for organics and metals came from
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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shallow and deep monitoring wells on Champion property and 
from shallow (< 68 ft., (< 21 m > ) domestic wells within the
California Street area. I based my selection of the domestic 
wells on availability of the well and its past risk of 
contamination by BTX. Bacteria samples came from Champion 
monitoring wells, and on one occasion, from a well located 
upgradient in McCormick Park. I evacuated at least three 
well volumes by bailer or by pump prior to sampling any 
well. Dissolved oxygen levels were measured in evacuated 
well bores with a YSÎ Model 54A oxygen meter. After 
sampling, I calibrated the meter in the laboratory by 
titration and made any necessary adjustments to the field 
data.
The Montana Water Duality Bureau Lab in Helena analyzed 
water quality samples for organics and metals using standard 
procedures, and Amatec Laboratories in Billings, Montana 
analyzed bacteria samples. A complete list of sampled wells 
and well depths is located in Appendix B.
I combined water table measurements with river stage 
measurements to calibrate a two-dimensional ground water 
flow model (PLASM, Prickett and Lonnquist, 1971). I adjusted 
hydraulic conductivity and river leakance values (Clark,
1986) within zones of the model until the distribution of 
simulated head values matched actual field head data. I 
applied this same method of forward modeling to a two- 
dimensional solute transport model (Randomwalk, Prickett et
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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al., 1981). Default values of aquifer properties for these 




In order to characterise the stratigraphy beneath the 
study area, I examined well logs from the new, 100 foot (30 
m) domestic wells. Figure 5 is a cross section from Champion 
monitoring well 3001 to domestic well 1016-D. It is based on 
a composite cross section of the Champion wells logged by 
J.R. Carr/Associates (1985) and the logs from the new 
domestic wells. The stratigraphy beneath the study area, to 
a depth of 50 feet (15 m) or greater, is described by the 
drillers as predominantly "loose" sand, gravel, and 
boulders. Below this upper zone, there is a 10—20 foot (3-6 
m> thick layer of "tight" sand and gravel. I interpret 
"tight" to imply a higher content of clay and silt, because 
this layer corresponds with a clay, sand, and gravel layer 
that occurs at about 75 feet (23 m) below land surface on 
Champion property- At well 1003, this layer is about 57 feet 
(17 m) below land surface. It becomes deeper further west. 
Zones of silt, fine grained sand, and gravel are 
interlayered in the upper interval of coarse sand and 
gravels, especially north of this line in the vicinity of 
wells 1022— 1024 and 1020— 1021, but they appear to be
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Figure 5: East—west cross section of study area from well 
3001-S,D to well 1016-D. O'
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laterally discontinuous. Both the "tight" and "loose" gravel 
intervals are water bearing.
The gasoline spill seeped into the "loose" gravel 
interval beneath Champion property (well 3002). Because of 
the lack of shallower intervals of clay, sand, and gravel, 
the dissolved plume migrated with the ground water flow into 
the residential area.
Seepage Study
In an attempt to assess how irrigation ditches affected 
the ground water system, I conducted seepage studies of the 
two ditches in the study area. The Missoula ditch flows 
southwestward along the southern boundary of the Champion 
yard at about 63 cubic feet per second (cfs) (1.78 cms), or 
three times the rate of the Orchard Homes ditch (Figure 2).
The latter flows westward through the spill site and 
residential area at 16 to 21 cfs (0.45—0.60 cms). The 
headgates of both ditches lie on the Clark Fork River to the 
east of the study area, and they remain open from early 
spring to fall. The beds of the ditches consist of fine to 
coarse sand, gravel and cobbles and are perched above the 
water table by approximately 25 to 30 feet (8—9 m) .
I gauged the Orchard Homes and Missoula ditches in 
July, 1986 to determine whether a significant amount of 
leakage (>5% of flow) was occurring through their beds. I 
was able to determine significant leakage for only the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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section of the Orchard Homes ditch which runs through 
Champion property (Table 1).
Table 1: Results of streamgaging Orchard Homes (OHD) and 
Missoula (MD) ditches, July, 1986. See Figure 4 for site 
locations.
LOCATION DATE INFLOW/OUTFLOW cfs '/.CHANGE
OHD-sites A/B 7/17/86 21.05/17.34 17.6
OHD-sites C/D 7/22/86 16.52/16.32 1.2
MD-sites E/F 7/19/86 62-90/59.80 4.9
MD-sites E/F 7/22/86 64.59/68.14 5.5
Ground Water Flow 
The monthly water level measurements from the two 
groups of nested wells (Champion wells 3001—3004 and 
domestic wells 1020,1008,1016, and 1022) provide evidence 
for a downward flow gradient throughout the study area 
(Appendix A). Well 3001 exhibits an upward gradient and is 
the exception. The yearly averages of the water level 
differences between the shallow and deep wells of each 
nested well (Appendix A) indicate that water levels are 
approximately 0.23—0.34 feet (0.07—0.10 m) higher in the 
shallower wells. These differences translate into a vertical 
component to the flow gradient that ranges from 0.004 to 
0.01, depending on a well's location in the aquifer. This 
range of values is one to two orders of magnitude greater 
than the horizontal component (approximately 0.0007). High 
monthly differences coincide with those months when there is 
an increased rate of recharge from the Clark Fork River to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the ground water system (May and June),
The monthly water table maps show that ground water 
flow is to the northwest from the spill site through the 
residential area (Figure 6 and Appendix A), and that beyond 
Russell Street, the flow direction turns to the southwest.
The northwest flow path remains consistent throughout the 
seasons as the water table fluctuates between 27—37 feet (8- 
11 m) beneath land surface at the spill well, 3002. The 
horizontal component of the flow gradient is small, 
approximately 0.0007 between well 3002 and well 1013 (Table 
2), and seasonal variations are interpreted to be a result 
of varying recharge rates from the Clark Fork River (Clark,
1986).
Table 2: Horizontal gradients between wells 3002-0 and 
1013 from July, 1986 to June, 1987.
July - .0006 February — .0007
September— .0007 March - .0007
October — .0008 April — .0006
November — .0007 May — .0006
January — .0008 June — .0007
The northwest direction of ground water flow through 
the study site differs from the southwest direction across 
the valley determined by Clark (1986). I believe that the 
northwest direction is a result of higher transmissivities 
along the river. To test this hypothesis, I developed a two- 
dimensional model of ground water flow.
I used PLASM (Prickett and Lonnquist, 1971) to
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Figure 6: Potentiometric surface for October, 1986; contour 
interval is .5 feet.
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reproduce the monthly potentiometric surface maps that I 
constructed from monthly water level measurements. I 
calibrated a steady-state and a transient flow model. The 
steady-state model reproduced water levels for July, 1986, 
and the transient model reproduced monthly water levels from 
July, 1986 to June, 1987.
My PLASM model is developed around a 22x17 grid with 
variable spacing, which encompasses a field area of 
approximately 6640x4260 feet (2024x1298 m) (Figure 7). The 
northern and eastern boundaries represent the Clark Fork 
River, and the southern boundary is a no—flow boundary 
parallel to ground water flow. The western boundary is a 
constant head boundary determined by equipotential lines 
from the monthly potentiometric surface maps.
Calibration of each transient run involved eleven 
monthly time steps of 30.33 days, and began with the steady- 
state head array generated for the month of July, 1986.
Monthly stage and water level values for the Clark Fork 
River and constant head boundary nodes were input prior to 
each time step. I based these values on field data. Model 
parameters that remained constant during steady-state and 
transient runs were specific yield, porosity (Clark, 1986), 
and aquifer thickness. The latter value came from a well log 
for 1020-D.
specific yield (By) = .106 
porosity (n) = .197
aquifer thickness (b) = 140 ft. (43 m)
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Hydraulic conductivity (K) and leakance were the only 
model parameters that I was able to adjust in order to 
calibrate the model. I chose a conductivity value of 10,000 
gpd/ft^ (408 m/d) as a default value for my model (Clark,
1986). Leakance through the bed of the Clark Fork River is 
the sole source of recharge in the model. I chose leakance 
values within the range determined by Brick (1987), and 
adjusted these values for river nodes prior to each monthly 
time step during transient simulations. A leakance value of
1.00 gpd/ft^ (0.0015 Ips/m^) produces a flow of 8.43 x 10^ 
gpd (370 1/s) through the model riverbed area. This is 41% 
higher than the average daily flow determined using Clark's 
(1986) estimated recharge value of 36 million gpd (1577 l/s> 
(see Appendix C for computation). Monthly leakance values 
(gpd/ft^) for the Clark Fork River that best reproduced the 
field data are as follows;
July - 1. 10 January - 1.00
August - 0.95 February - 0.95
September - 0.95 March — 0.95
October - 0.90 April - 1.05
November - 1.00 May - 1.25
December - 1.00 June - 1.15
I was able to reproduce the monthly flow fields for the 
period of my study most accurately with the K distribution 
in Figure 8. The modeled conductivity across the study area 
ranges from a high of 70,000 gpd/ft=* (2856 m/d) adjacent to 
the river to lows of 1,000 and 2,200 gpd/ft== (40,8 and 90 
m/d) to the west and southwest of the study area. K values
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within the spill site are as high as 35,000 gpd/ft= <1428 
m/d). Figure 9 is the modeled flow field for October, 1986. 
It is very similar to the actual flow field (Figure 6), and 
it is typical of the other seasonal maps. The modeled flow 
maps, monthly head arrays generated by PLASM, and a summary 
of my methods of calibration are located in Appendix C.
I believe that my ground water model reproduces the 
flow regime that existed within the study site during my 
study. I do not suggest that the distribution of K zones in 
Figure 8 is factual, but that there are zones of higher 
transmissivities near the river, and that transmissivities 
decrease to the southwest. This model documents three other 
aspects of the flow regime:
(1) Ground water flow through the spill site 
is to the northwest. South of the spill 
well, flow is to the west-southwest.
(2) Highest recharge values occur during 
periods of highest river stage.
(3) Mounding of the water table beneath the 
Clark Fork River is less than 0.3 feet 
<0.09 m> higher than the water table 
beneath its banks.
In order to determine how well my model of ground water 
flow reproduced the actual flow field, I used Randomwalk 
(Prickett et al., 1981) to model contaminant migration from 
the spill well through the California Street area. This two- 
dimensional solute transport model uses a statistical 
randomwalk approach to model solute dispersion. The
























Figure 9: Modeled patentiometric surface for October, 1986 
contour interval is .2 feet (from 3136.6 ft to 3141.8 ft);
represents node for spill well 3002-S,D.
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"discreet" version of this model uses the monthly head array 
files created by PLASM as input for aquifer properties and 
to also determine velocity vectors between nodes. The 
velocity vectors are then used to determine the migration 
direction of the solute plume.
I could not calibrate this model because concentrations 
of BTX throughout the study area, prior to the beginning of 
this study, were not known. Therefore, I used this model 
only as a means of tracing the migration of contaminant 
particles as determined by the velocity vectors of my 
modeled flow field. I based my estimates of dispersivity and 
retardation (Appendix C) on time constraints for the 
migration of the plume and on work by Northern Engineering 
and Testing (1936, 1987). Figure 10 illustrates the areal
extent of a contaminant plume under the simulated flow field 
conditions from May to August, 1986. The plume is very
similar to the actual plume configuration for the summer of 
1985 (Figure 11). Within four months of the spill, the plume 
has migrated along a northwest path and into the residential 
area. There, it is affected by the zones of high 
transmissivities along the river. The arm of the plume that 
extends due west (across Russell Street) is located in the 
field between Idaho and River Roads (Figure 2).
This version of Randomwalk does not account for the 
degradation of the contaminant particle, only retardation. 
This results in simulated contaminant levels persisting over
























Figure 10: Modeled (Randomwalk) contaminant migration from May, 
1985 to August, 1985; contour interval is 10 particles; contours 
do not represent the actual concentrâtions of BTX, only the 
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a broader area of the study site and at much higher levels 
than field data. Also, longitudinal and transverse 
dispersion are modeled as constant parameters. It would be 
more realistic if these properties increased asymptotically 
(Prickett, personal communication, 1988). This would result 
in a narrower plume configuration on Champion property, 
which is observed in field data. However, the simulated 
northwest migration of the contaminant indicates that the 
modeled flow field approximates actual field conditions, and 
that there is a wide range of transmissivities across the 
study area.
Water Quality
In order to characterize the water quality of the study 
area, it was necessary to document the background levels of 
inorganic and organic parameters. These data would be used 
to delineate the areal extent of the BTX plume(s) (Figure 
11) and to investigate other bio-chemical parameters 
associated with the fate of the plume(s). Numerous analyses 
were conducted to accomplish this goal. What follows is a 
summary of those analyses (Appendix B).
Inorganic analyses conducted by the Water Quality 
Bureau in April, 1986 show that the ground water within the 
study area is rich in calcium-magnesium-bicarbonate with a 
hardness (as CaCOs) that is typically less than 185 mg/1. 
Chloride levels are below 6 mg/1 and sulfates and nitrates
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are less than 30 mg/1 and 0.8 mg/1, respectively. These 
values are well within drinking water standards. Background 
levels of inorganics and metals throughout the study area 
are within background levels for the Missoula Valley, as 
determined by Clark (1986).
The inorganic analyses also indicate that the water 
quality of wells along River Road (1035-1037) is different 
from the water quality of wells throughout the California 
Street area. The elevated levels of chlorides 0 9  mg/1), 
sodium 0 8  mg/1), and potassium 0 2  mg/1) in wells 1035— 1037 
may indicate that private septic fields are influencing 
water quality.
Table 3 is a summary of total BTX levels in wells in 
the study area from May, 1985 to May, 1987. WeiIs are 
arranged in downgradient order, beginning with the spill 
well 3002-S,D. A significant point from Table 3 is that BTX 
was present in the aquifer before the spill on May 17, 1985.
Well 1006 had detectable concentrât ions of BTX on May 21,
1985, four days after the spill. This well is more than 1200 
feet (366 m) downgradient from the spill site. If ground 
water velocity is estimated at 6 ft/day (1.8 m/d) (p. 10),
the center of the plume would have migrated about 24 feet 
(7.3 m) in four days- Thus, the dissolved plume released May 
17 was not the source of the BTX discovered in well 1006. 
However, because of its corroded state, the gasoline tank at 
the spill site remains the most likely source of the BTX
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Table 3: SuMâry of total BTX levels fug/1) from May, 1985 to May, 1987
Well Date) 5/21/35 7/13/35 7/26/351 8/19/851 9/18/85 10/1./85 4/3/35 8/7/36 11/86 5/87
3002-S 14200 14820 9030 1250 467 4751
3002-D 34 <1 (1 <1
3091 <1 24 <1 <1
3003-3 247 62 (1 5 a 74
3003-D (1 <1 <1 <I (1
1002 220 142 205
1003 3 (1 145
1004 251 79 <1
1005 <1 <1 <1 <1
1006 266 <1 <1
1007 88 28 <1 <1 <1
1008-5 3 <1 <1 <I (1
1009 63 <1 (1 <I
1018 <1 :i <1 <1
1020-S 261 94 <1 3 4
1021 276 42 98
I022-S (1 <1 (1 <1
<1 (1
t - Quality control in lab is suspect for these analyses
BTX data prior to 11/36 is compiled from summary in f̂ pendix B
Organic analyses for wells 1018 and 1037 on 4/87 are located in Appendix B
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discovered in study site wells.
Table 3 also reveals several trends in water quality.
One is that the water quality in the deeper monitoring wells 
on Champion property (3002-D, 3003-D, 3004-D, 3091) is 
markedly better than that of their shallower counterparts.
The deepest well in which BTX was detected was 3091. This 
well is 650 feet (198 m) downgradient of the spill site and 
67 feet (20 m> below land surface. BTX levels were recorded 
only once during the 9/18/85 sampling, indicating the 
downward component of the flow gradient is capable of mixing 
the BTX plume within the upper 37 saturated feet (11 m) of 
the aquifer. During my study year, water quality analyses 
showed mixing only within the upper 25 saturated feet (8 m> 
at well 1020-S.
The second trend is that BTX levels decrease 
downgradient from the spill site. This is to be expected.
The third trend is that BTX levels vary seasonally. This 
seasonal variance in BTX concentrations is a result of 
seasonal water table fluctuations, and it indicates that 
residual saturation persists in the vadose zone. This 
seasonal variance is illustrated in Figure 12, which 
compares hydrographs of wells 3002—S,D (from July, 1986 to 
June, 1987) to BTX levels at 3002-S (from August, 1985 to 
May, 1987).
Champion conducted an EPA priority pollutant scan on 
wells 3001-S,D, 3003-S,D, 3004-S,D, and domestic well 1005
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Figure 12: Hydrograph vs. total BTX for spill site well 3002-S,D;
represents BTX concentrât ion at well 3002-S; — represents
head measurement at well 3002-S; ^-represents head measurement 
at well 3002-D.
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in April, 1986 (spill site well 30O2-S,D was excluded) to 
document whether other contaminants were present on the 
Champion site. The scan analyzed for 36 volatile compounds,
46 semivolatile organic compounds, 11 phenols, pesticides, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and 22 total metals (see 
Appendix B ) . All organics in these five wells were below 
analytical detection limits, but total metal levels in wells 
3001, 3003, and 3004 for iron and manganese exceeded 
drinking water standards of >0.3 mg/1 and >0.05 mg/1 
respectively (Table 4).
During my study year (July, 1986 to June, 1987), 
residents at wells 1005, 1018, and 1037 continued to
complain of poor water quality even though contaminât ion by 
BTX had not been documented during the first year of 
monitoring water quality. Though wells 1005 and 1018 are 
located within the contaminated area of the study site 
(Figure 11), available information indicated that they were 
deeper than the contaminated wells. From replacement well 
chemistry, I believed that the depth of these two wells 
prevented their contamination. The November, 1986 sampling
failed to show BTX migration beyond well 1020—S (Table 3). 
Therefore, my later sampling of 1005, 1018, and 1037 in 
April and May, 1987 encompassed other parameters that I felt 
could be causes of the poor water quality in these wells 
(Table 4). I was particularly interested in documenting 
levels of total phenols and dissolved iron and manganese
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Table 4: Phenols, metals, and bacteria levels
from April, 1986 to May, 1987
(ug/1) (mg/1) (mg/1)
Sample Total Bacteria dissolved
Date Well# Phenol Fe Mn #/100 ml oxygen
4/86+3001-S 3,. 44 1.10
3001-D . 68 .02
3003-S 17.10 9. 02











4/37*1013 004 .51 6.13 see Appendix E< for complete
1037 (.004 1.07 (.02 list of organics
5/87 MePark LI . 18 (. 005
3001-S 1 .04 .03 2 > 5
3002-3 23 1.14 10.1 70000 2.0








5 .04 .27 4600 2.0 
61000 7„3
1013 1 .21 .92
1020-S . 15 .98
1005 3 (.01 (.005
1022-S -'■4 .04 (.005
1037 (.01 (.005
'*■- Metal analyses for 4/86 are for tütal iron and manganese
*- Metal n a 1 y 5 e s f 0 r 4 / 3 7 are for total iron and manganese.
by Lnerqy Laboratories, Billing s, Mt.; Organ ies and phenols
by Lanc aster Labor at or iOS, Lane aster. Pa.
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1- /
u p g r a d i e n t , on-site, and downgradient of the spill site. 
Phenols could be responsible for complaints of skin and eye 
irritation from residents of wells 1005 and 1037 (Fessenden, 
personal communication, 1937), and high levels of the metals 
could be responsible for poor taste and odors in wells 1018 
and 1037. In addition to these organic and inorganic 
parameters, I continued to sample bacteria populations at 
select wells on Champion property to supplement November 
analyses. I would use the bacterial analyses to document 
ox i dat ion of the hydrocarbons-
Bacteria was the only parameter in Table 4 sampled on a 
seasonal basis. Analyses indicate that an indigenous 
popu l a t i o n  of bacteria (Appendix B> exists within the upper 
10 sat u r a t e d  feet (3 m) of the aquifer beneath Champion, and 
that bacteria levels fluctuate seasonally and decrease 
downgradient by an order of magnitude from well 3002-S to 
3003-S (Figure 13). These trends are similar to the BTX 
trends in Figure 12.
The levels of dissolved iron and manganese across the 
M i s s o u l a  Valley are below drinking water standards axnd 
usually below analytical detection limits. But levels of 
these m etals are close to or above drinking water standards 
Champiorr s site and immediately o ff-site at wells 1018 and 
1020-S (Figure 14). Levels u p g radient at well McPark and 
d o wngradient at well 1022-S are within background levels for 
the M i s s o u l a  Valley. As in the water quality analyses for
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Figure 13; Bacteria population across Champion site in November, 
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Figure 14: Concentrations of dissolved manganese and iron across 
the study area. May, 1987; concentrâtions in mg/1 (ppm).
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BTX (Table 3), metal analyses indicate that the water 
quality of the deeper wells on the Champion site is better 
than the water quality of the shallower wells.
Phenol analyses for the 5/87 sampling indicate that 
detectable levels of phenol exist across the entire study 
area (1 to 74 ug/l> and are not restricted to Champion 
property. These analyses are inconclusive because background 
levels are not established.
Of the three wells (1005, 1018, 1037) with poor water
quality for which I had hoped to find elevated levels of 
either dissolved metals or total phenols, only well 1018 had 
elevated metal concentrât ions. Concentrât ions of metals and 
phenols in wells 1005 and 1037 are near or below analytical 
detection.
DISCUSSION
Ground Water Flow 
Potentiometric maps of monthly water level measurements 
show that ground water flow is to the northwest from the 
spill site, and that the flow turns to the southwest towards 
the western and southern margins of the study area. The 
northwest flow pattern is a result of higher 
transmissivities along the river. The closeness of 
potentiometric lines to the west and south of the study area 
(Figure 6) indicate steeper ground water flow gradients and 
thus lower transmissivities.
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There is insufficient well log data along the river and 
to the south of the study area to support my belief that 
transmissivity varies between these areas. Specific capacity 
analyses from well logs are inconclusive, and therefore it 
is impossible to determine hydraulic conductivity values 
from the logs. However, there is no other way to reproduce 
the head distribution with ground water modeling unless 
transmissivities decrease southward from the river. The 
conductivity values that I used to calibrate my flow model 
all fall within the range for silty sand and gravel (Freeze 
and Cherry, 1979). I believe that an increase in the silt 
and fine sand content of the aquifer is responsible for 
lowering the transmissivity of the aquifer to the southwest 
of the study area.
It is hard to contour the potentiometric surface from 
the study area to beneath the river and north of the river 
because of a lack of wells. Simulated monthly head levels 
(Appendix C) indicate that a water table mound beneath the 
river is rarely 0.3 feet (0.09 m) higher than the water 
table in wells located adjacent to the river. Though the 
gradient from the mound to the bank is one order of 
magnitude greater than the horizontal component of the flow 
gradient, I do not know whether the mound is significant 
enough to act as a hydrologie divide and thus prevent ground 
water flow in the study site from flowing northwest beneath 
the river (or southwest beneath the river from the north).
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The height of the mound has strong implications on the 
quality of water available to the residents of River Road in 
the study area. A higher mound would dictate that river 
recharge strongly influences their water quality. A lower 
mound would make it possible for ground water flow from the 
Champion site to affect the water quality of their wells. 
Because the height of the water table mound beneath the 
river appears to be small, I believe that the height of the 
mound created by recharge through the Orchard Homes ditch is 
insignificant. I do not believe that recharge through the 
ditch bed affects the migration of the BTX plume outside of 
Champion property. The similarity in monthly water level 
fluctuations in shallow and deep wells indicates that the 
tight layer of sand and gravel does not act as a continuous 
confining layer, and that the aquifer behaves as an 
unconfined system.
Fate of the Dissolved Gasoline Plumes
It is difficult to determine the rate of contaminant 
migration and the degree of dispersion of the dissolved 
plume(s) since the initial spill in May, 1985. BTX levels in
well 1006 on May 21, 1985 and petroleum odors in domestic
wells as early as the fall of 1984 (personal communication 
with residents) are clear indications that gasoline was in 
the aquifer prior to the spill in May. Domestic wells in the 
California Street area were not consistently sampled during
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the summer of 1985, so a background level of organics was 
not established. A lack of monitoring wells north of the 
Orchard Homes ditch on Champion property and in the field
between Idaho and River Roads (Figure 11) prevents
determining the northern extent of any BTX plume.
Some residents who complained of poor water quality in 
the spring of 1985 noticed that petroleum odors and tastes 
became worse after the May 17, 1985 spill. If the BTX
concentrât ions measured in domestic wells on 7/26/85 (Table 
3) are a result of the May spill, then BTX migration from 
the spill site must be 15-20 ft/day (4-6 m). I assume that 
the dissolved plume migrates at ground water velocity, 
because total organic carbon levels appear to be extremely 
low (Appendix B) and the bulk of the aquifer material is 
well above 0.125mm in size (Clark, 1986). These are
important factors in adsorption of organics (Newsom, 1985; 
Roberts et al., 1985; and Schwarzenbach and Geiger, 1985).
This rate of flow is possible if the transmissivity of the
aquifer is on the order of 5,000,000 gpd/ft (62,090 m®/d) in
the vicinity of the spill well. In order to calibrate the 
flow model, it was necessary to assign a transmissivity of
4,900,000 gpd/ft (60,850 m=*/d) to this area <K=35,000 
gpd/ft^ (1428 m/d) - Figure 8). If the average conductivity 
of the aquifer is 10,000 gpd/ft® (408 m/d), then ground 
water flow velocity from the spill well to the residential 
area can be bracketed between an average of 6 to a maximum
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of 20 ft/day (1.8—6.0 m/d). I believe that the actual 
velocity is closer to the upper end of this range.
BTX sampling in 1986 and 1987 (Table 3) indicate that 
gasoline contamination persists in the vadose zone beneath 
the spill site and that dissolved plumes of higher 
concentrâtions continue to flush through the system in the 
spring. These seasonal plumes occur when the water table 
rises and contacts a larger volume of contaminated soil 
(Figure 12). However, BTX concentrations at the spill well 
decreased by approximately 65% between July, 1985 and May, 
1987. Though part of this decrease is due to the water table 
never fully recovering each spring, much of the attenuation 
is due to such natural processes as biodegradation and 
dispersion.
BTX concentrât ions at the spill well, 3002-S, decreased 
throughout the summer of 1985 but remained an order of 
magnitude greater than concentrations in domestic wells 
located 1200 feet (366 m) downgradient (Table 3 and Figure 
11). This trend in the order of magnitude decrease of BTX 
concentrât ions remained consistent during my study year.
This indicates that the bulk of the plume(s) was attenuated 
before reaching the residential area. If this degree of 
attenuation was produced by dispersion, then the high 
transmissivity of the aquifer should maximize longitudinal 
dispersion as opposed to transverse dispersion, and in fact, 
this is what occurs as illustrated in Figure 11. Large
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longitudinal dispersion should result in higher levels of 
BTX contamination in the residential area within months of 
the spill as the core of the dissolved plume moved through 
the area (Figure lO). Yet decreasing BTX levels throughout 
the summer of 1985 do not document the passing of a core. 
Therefore, I believe biodégradation played a significant 
role in attenuating the BTX plume.
Analyses on 11/86 and 5/87 (Table 4) show that an 
indigenous population of bacteria exists on Champion's 
property. The order of magnitude increase in the bacterial 
population at the spill well 3002-S (Figure 13 and Appendix 
B) suggests that the bacteria are able to utilize gasoline 
as a food source. I believe that a population of bacteria 
within the upper 10 saturated feet (3 m) of the aquifer, 
possibly one to two orders of magnitude greater than what 
was detected by my study methods, was acclimated to the 
presence of BTX prior to the May spill. I believe that the 
bacteria were able to significantly degrade the contaminant 
plume so that with dispersion, the concentration of the 
plume was reduced by an order of magnitude by the time it 
had migrated 1200 feet (366 m> to the residential area.
Shelton (personal communication, 1988b) concurs that such a 
rate of degradation is possible within the study area.
I believe that the high levels of dissolved iron and 
manganese beneath Champion and immediately off-site at wells 
1018 and 1020 (Table 4 and Figure 14) are a result of
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reducing conditions in the aquifer created as bacteria 
oxidize the BTX plumes (Freeze and Cherry, 1979 and Appendix 
D ) . Ground water beneath Champion is aerated. Levels of 
dissolved oxygen are between 2 and 4 mg/1 (Table 4). But I 
believe that in order to sustain biodégradation of the BTX, 
bacteria fulfill their increased oxygen needs by reducing 
iron and manganese oxides. This process provides the 
necessary oxygen for aerobic degradation of the BTX and 
results in reduced and more soluble metal species.
Potential for Future Contamination 
I believe that the northwest migration path of the BTX 
plumes remains consistent to the present, and that future 
plumes will continue to migrate along a northwest path that 
will carry them under the field between Idaho and River 
Roads. Assuming no more spills, I do not believe that future
plumes present a health risk to the residents of the
California-Montana Street area because, during my study, 
maximum BTX levels off-site of Champion property have been
at such low levels that advection and dispersion would
quickly reduce a plume to below detection levels. Also, well 
intakes are all deeper than 68 feet below land surface (21 
m), and my data indicate that water quality remains 
excellent deeper than 55 feet (17 m ) . It is possible that 
the vertical component of the ground water flow gradient may 
mix the dissolved phase of a gasoline spill to at least a
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depth of 67 feet (21 m ) , which occurred in the summer of 
1985 with well 3091, but I believe that the layer of clay, 
sand and gravel beneath the study area (Figure 5) would 
adsorb the contaminant and lessen the chances of mixing to a 
greater depth.
CONCLUSION
The gasoline spill at the Champion Missoula Sawmill in 
May of 1985 still persists within the Missoula Aquifer three 
years later. Dissolved gasoline plumes continually flush 
through the spill site, but concentrâtions downgradient of 
the spill well are below detection until spring and early 
summer. During this time of year, the water table across the 
Missoula Valley is rising from recharge by the Clark Fork 
River. As the water table rises, it contacts a larger volume 
of contaminated soil and creates dissolved plumes with 
higher BTX concentrât ions.
Migration of the plumes is to the northwest as a result 
of highly transmissive aquifer zones along the southern bank 
of the river that act as conduits for ground water flow. 
Vertical mixing and adverse effects to water quality are 
restricted to the upper 37 saturated feet (11 m) of the 
aquifer. Total BTX concentrâtions over this three year time 
period have decreased by approximately 65% through 
dispersion and advect ion by groundwater flow and by 
biodegradation carried out by the indigenous population of
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bacteria.
Increased levels of hydrocarbons support larger 
populations of bacteria across the Champion site. Oxidation 
reactions, which are enzymatically catalyzed by hydrocarbon 
degrading bacteria, have produced a reducing environment 
beneath the spill site and reduced manganese and iron 
metallic oxides. Elevated levels of both metals appear in 
monitoring wells 3002—S and 3003-S and domestic wells 1020—S 
and 1018, with manganese consistently above drinking water 
standards.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Mr. Brandt, owner of well 1005, still complains of 
periodic petroleum odors in his water. This well, located 
within the boundaries of the contaminant plume that migrated 
through the California Street area in the summer of 1985, is 
the only original well still in use along the northwest 
migration path. It was never replaced because the presence 
of BTX could never be documented. At the time of my study, I 
believed that well 1005 was 84— 100 (30 m) feet deep, and at
that depth, I did not believe that Mr. Brandt’s water 
quality was affected by BTX contamination. However, in May,
1988, I discovered well log data for this well that
indicated a completed depth of only 68 feet (23 m). I was 
also unable to pass a tape measure past a depth of 51 feet 
(16 m) (most likely due to the pump). A review of water 
quality analyses for the summer of 1985 indicates that well 
1005 was not sampled until September, 4 months after the 
spill, at a time when BTX concentrations were diminishing 
across the study area. Given the depth of this well and its 
location within the contaminated zone, I believe that it may 
have been contaminated during the summer of 1985 and that 
repeated attempts to document organic contamination have 
failed because of inappropriate sampling frequency and 
diminished BTX concentrat ions. As a result of these new 
data, I recommend well 1005 be included in the group of 
wells replaced by Champion as a result of the May 1985
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
so
sp i11.
Water quality at well 1037 (Mrs. C haussée) remains 
poor. Water samples from this well have a "rotten egg" smell 
that I associate with HaS. Her poor water quality has 
persisted throughout my study, and Mrs. Chaussee claims that 
it began after the spill in May, 1985. I could not document 
organic or metallic contaminâtion. In May, 1987, I noticed 
the smell in well 1036 (Mr. Rice), and in May, 1988 the 
smell had returned to this well. Though water quality for 
some wells along River Road is poor, I can not definitely 
relate the problem to the May 17, 1985 Champion spill. I
believe concentrations of BTX plumes three years after the 
spill should be insufficient to contaminate wells 2200 feet 
(750 m) downgradient and support bacterial growth (Newsom, 
1986). I recommend four steps: 1) investigate other sources
on Champion that are nearer the river (if they exist), 2) 
investigate the auto paint shop located 300 feet (100 m) 
east of wells 1037 and 1036 (in the field between River and 
Idado Roads), 3) tracer tests be conducted on septic fields 
in the River Road area, and 4) bacterial analyses be 
conducted on those wells with H^S odors.
Documentation of the dimensions of the dissolved plume 
beneath Champion are not possible because of a lack of 
monitoring wells north of the Orchard Homes ditch. Placement 
of multiple level sampling wells north of the ditch on 
Champion property and in the residential area would provide
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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evidence for the northern extent of the plume and document 
its presence in the River Road area. The possibility of 
excavating and removing the remaining contaminated vadose 
zone material at the spill site should be explored.
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Wei 1 No. Owner/Address Surveyed Elevation
3001 Champion International 3177.80
3002 Champion International 3175.78
3003 Champion International 3170.95
3004 Champion International 3173.88
3091 Champion-Factcry 3174.15
3092 Champion-East Scales 3179.08
3093 Champ i on-Timberlands 3173.37
McPark Missoula—McCormick Park 3175.78
1001 Williams-210 N. California 3172.36
1003 Worth-1136 Montana 3169.02
1004 Vei tenheimer-1138 Montana 3169.63
1005 Brandt-1200 Montana 3164.27
1006 Ibey-1203 Montana 3168.83
1008--S Larson-1228 Montana 3162.76
1008--D Larson-1228 Montana 3168.93
1009 Thrasher-1244 Montana 3169.08
1010 Matye-1301 Montana 3155.43
1011 Damron-1011 Montana 3168.85
1012 C.R.Price-1330 Montana 3167.99
1013 Beckwith-1332 Montana 3159.71
1014 Earling-1345 Montana 3172.61
1016-■S Boschert-1400 Montana 3163.98
1016-■D Boschert-1400 Montana 3170.72
1017 Bert's Repair-1414 Montana 3169.11
57
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WELL INVENTORY
Well No. Owner/Address Surveyed Elevation
1018 Rose-1127 Idaho 3161.61
1020--S Chaussee-1131 Idaho 3170.66
1020-•D Chaussee-1131 Idaho 3170.17
1021 Bowers-1205 Idaho 3169.22
1022-•S Ritchlie-1309 Idaho 3169.04
1022--D Ritchlie-1309 Idaho 3169.56
1023 Thornburg-1311 Idaho 3167.84
1024 Anderson-1321 Prince 3167.93
1025 Car Lot-Idaho and Russell 3160.36
1026 Fred's Car Wash-321 N. Russell 3170.73
1027 TownPump-Idaho and Russell 3171.17
1029 Cotta-1509 River Road 3167.82
1030 Cotta-1509 River Road 3167.29
1034 Patton-401 California 3161.42
1035 Might-1201 River Road 3161.88
1037 Chaussee-1319 River Road 3160.22
1039 Pederdon-1321 River Road 3166.64
1040 OK Corral Bar-407 California 3168.37
1041 Olsen-1268 South 1st West 3168.31
1042 Neal-1613 Montana 3169.81
1043 Sticht-217 Cat 1 in 3167.79
1044 Green-1629 Idaho 3166.40
1045 Malcom-1931 River Road 3161 .63
1046 Siegford-1822 Hunton Lane 3163.66
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Western Mtn. Clinic-501 Front 3195.97
Rancho Motel-1010 W. Broadway 3179.58
Ditches
D-1







small walk bridge over 3175.22
Orchard Homes Ditch, 
inside east gate of Champion 
yard, measured to blue arrow
car bridge over Orchard 3170.08
Homes Ditch, west side of 
Champion yard, measured to 
blue arrow on west side
Orchard Homes Ditch head- 3169.24
gate, west side of Champion 
yard, measured to blue arrow
Orchard Homes Ditch culvert, 3168.21* 
Idaho and California Streets, 
measured to top of concrete 
on west side
Orchard Homes Ditch culvert, 3168.25
Russell Street, measured to 
blue mark on lower lip of 
steel on east side
Missoula Ditch culvert, 3188.21
southeast side of Champion 
yard beneath railroad track, 
measured to top of concrete 
on west side
Missoula Ditch culvert, 3176.34
California Street, measured 
to top of north culvert on 
west side
* - surveyed elevation is probably inaccurate
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Unadjusted Monthly Water Level Measurements from Monitoring Program 
Champion Missoula Sawmill S p ill -  July, 1986 to June, 1987
ELL # MONTH) JULY SEPT. OCT. NOV. JM . FEB) m. WRIL MAY J IM
McPffiK 3146.37 3143.79 3141.33 3140.16 3138.36 3137.49 3137.65 3138.91 3144.38 3145.82
30911 3144.15 3141.09 3138.93 3138 3136.02 3135.5 3137.11 3142.47 3143.65
30921 3145.18 3142.61 3140.52 3139.17 3137.25 3136.59 3136.76 3138 3143.44 3144.73
3093 3143.53 3140.85 3138.69 3137.4 3135.44 3134.87 3135.12 3136.57 3141.95 3143
S-3001 3145.17 3142.56 3140.51 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 3143.51 3144.67
D-3001 3145.17 3142.68 3140.59 3139.25 3137.37 3136.71 3136.87 3138.1 3143.54 3144.8
S-3002 3144.96 3142.35 3140.13 3138.96 DRY DRY DRY DRY 3143.25 3144.43
D-3002 3144.K 3141.99 3139.84 3138.53 3136.58 3135.97 3136.18 3137.45 3142.93 5144.14
S-3003 3143.99 3141.31 3139.11 3137,81 DRY DRY DRY 3136.81 3142.34 3143.49
D-30031 3143.78 3141.03 3138.85 3137.55 3135.52 3134.97 3135.24 3136.56 3142.04 3143.22
S-3004 3143.99 3141.24 3139.03 3137.73 DRY DRY DRY 3136.82 3142.31 3143.45
0-3004 3143.79 3140.98 3138.8 3137.51 3135.43 3134.88 3135.18 3136.52 3141.96 3143.14
10011 3143.97 3141.27 3138.16 3137.79 3135.3 3135.28 3135.55 3136.82 3142.37 3143.44
1003* 3143.72 3140.96 3138.75 3137.44 3135.45 3134.88 3135.16 3136.5 3142 3143.09
1004* 3143.65 3140.93 3138.73 3137.43 3135.43 3134.85 3135.15 3136.46 3141.99 3143.1
1005* 3143.72 3140.97 3137.43 3135.19 3136.5 3142.06 3143.13
1006* 3143.78 3141.07 3138.84 3137.54 3135.57 3135 3135.28 3136.6 3142.13 3143.16
S-1000 3143.64 3140.92 3138.62 3137.38 3136.45 3142 3143.05
D-1008 3143.42 3138.43 3137.17 3135.15 3134.63 3134.88 3136.25 3141.78 3142.75
1009» 3143.21 3140.52 3138.28 3136.98 3135 3134.44 3134.73 3136.11 3141.58 3142.48
1010 3143.39 3140.72 3138.43 3137,13 3135.2 3134.62 3134.88 3136.22 3141.8 3142.82
1011* 3143.22 3140.51 3138.21 3136.99
6 0
3134.87 3134.4 3134.7 3136.03 3141.6 3142.56
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ELL I MONTH/ JULY SEPT. OCT. NOV. JAN. FEB. MAR. APRIL JUE
10121 3143.15 3140.45 3138.16 3136.92 3134.91 3134.3 3134.65 3136 3141.54 3142.5
1013 3143.43 3140.69 3138.41 3137.18 3135.18 3134.61 3134.91 3136.25 3141.88 3142.86
1014 3143.11 3140.82 3138.56 3137.33 3134.81 3141.72
S-1016 3143.28 3140.57 3138.31 3137.11 3135.02 3134.48 3134.77 3136.13 3141.66 3142.7
D-1016 3142.91 3140.31 3138.01 3136.78 3134.72 3134.18 3134.5 313.87 3141.3 3142.38
1017 3143.44 3140.7 3138.83 3137.41 3135.2 3136.36 3142.94
1018 3143.95 3141.11 3138.97 3137.74 3135.73 313.07 313.42 3136.79 3142.32 3143.43
S-1020 3143.94 3141.21 3138.96 3137.7 3135.71 313.14 313.41 3136.76 3142.31 3143.4
D-1020 3143.69 3140.96 3138.73 3137.45 3135.44 3134.87 313.16 3136.55 3141.96 3143.08
10211 3143.46 3140.87 3138.66 3137.42 3135.35 3134.8 313.08 3136.41 3141.9 3143.02
S-I022 3143.54 3140.77 3138.49 3137.25 313.22 3134.67 3134.94 3136.3 3141.93 3142.96
D-1022 3143.2 3140.42 3138.18 31-36.96 3134.89 3134.37 3134.66 3136.04 3141.3 3142.59
10231 3143.1 3140.39 3138.08 3136.85 3134.81 3134.25 3134.56 313.91 3141.44 3142.48
10241 3143.05 3140.3 3138.03 3136.8 3134.72 3134.22 3134.53 313 .9 3141.42 3142.44
1025 3138.29 3137 31-34.96 3134.45 3134.73 3136.07 3141.64 3142.69
1026 3143.08 3140.3 3138.1 3136.79 3134.75 -3134.23 3134.52 3136.03 3141.45 3142.47
1027' 3142.83 3140 3137.11 3136.49 3134.47 313.93 3134.2 313.72 3141.23 3142.19
1028 3143.82 3140.94 3138.93 3137.64 313.83 313.12 3 1 3 .3 3136.65 3142.23 3143.26
1029 3142.89 3137.26 3133.9 3134.26 313.79 3141.19 3142.18
10301 3137.31 3136.01 3134.09 313.43 313.79 313.34 3140.79 3141.75
10341 3140.45 3138.24 3136.77 3134.87 3134.37 3134.65 3136 3141.49 3142.01
1035 3143.42 3140.56 3138.4 3137.08 313.01
1037 3143.43 3140.59 3138.38 3137.06 31-34.95 3134.47 3134.8 3136.21 3141.79 3142.82
1039 3143.32 3140.57 3138.28 3136.98 -3134.92 3134.42 3134.74 3136.12 3141.74 3142.7
10401 3143.48 3140.73 3138.55 3137.25
6 1
313.16 3134.65 3134.94 3136.28 3141.74 3142.91
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WELL 1 MONTH) JULY SEPT. OCT. NOV. JM . FEB. APRIL (MY JIBE
104! 3144.2 3141.58 3139.37 3138.08 3136.13 3135.57 3135.79 3137.05 3142.64 3143.66
1042 3137.94 3136.63 3134.63 3134.11 3134.44 3135.94 3141.4 3142.32
1043 3136.34 3135.08 3133,04 3132.58 3132.91 3134.39 3139.9 3140.57
1044 3137.3 3135.98 3133.93 3133.43 3133.79 3135.32 3140.74 3141.68
1045 3135.71 3134.5
1046 3136.68 3135.39 3133.24 3132.66 3133.18 3134.81 3140.13 3141.03
1047 3145.5 3143.53 3141.02 3139.48 3137.62 3136.9 3137.06 3138.26 3143.36 3144.94
1048 3144.98 3141.94 3139.76 3136.76 3136.21 3135.66 3136.03 3137.44 3142.78 3144.18
I  — wells deeper than 60 feet
RIVER
STAGE tCMTH) JLIY SEPT. OCT. NOV. JAN. FEB. m. APRIL MAY JUE
RAILRD
BRIDGE




3155.87 3155.77 3155.63 3156.19 3155.13 3155.46 3156.14 3156.36 3155.44
DITQES -
D-1 3163.7 3168.76 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 3168.38 3168.83 3168.65
3165.99 3166.2 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 3165.65 3166.04 3165.85
D-3 3166. C€
I H 3165.24 3165.49 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 3165.25 3164.88
D-5 3165.18 3165.37 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 3165.2 3164.91
D-6 3177.67 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 3183.2 3177.87
D-7 3174.23 3173.62 DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY DRY 3174.72 3174.45
6 2
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Monthly Water Level Adjustments to  Wells Deeper than 60 Feet (+ f t .
July 0.28
& p t 0.29
Oct wells east o f




A p ril 0.23
Hay 0.32
June 0.32
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Water Level Differences Between Shallow and Deep Wells in Dodile Well g ro fs
G i  1 MONTH) JULY SEPT. OCT. NOV. JAN. FEB. MAR. *R1L MY JUNE Average
3001 0 -0.12 -0.08 -0.03 -0.13 -0.07
3002 0.38 0.36 0.29 0.43 0.32 0.29 0.34
3003 0.21 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.3 0.27 0.26
3004 0.2 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.3 0.35 0.31 0.27
1008 0.22 0.19 0.21 0.2 0.22 0.3 0.22
1016 0.37 0.26 0.3 0.33 0.3 0.3 0.27 0.26 0.28 0.32 0.3
1020 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.25 0.21 0.35 0.32 0.26
1022 0.34 0.35 0.31 0.29 0.33 0.3 0.28 0.26 0.38 0.37 0.32
Average 0.28 0.29 0.26 0.28 0.3 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.31 0.31
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Hydrograph of Well 3001
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Hydrograph of S p ill Site Well 3003
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Hydrograph of Well 3003
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Hydrograph of Well 3004
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Hydrograph of Well 1020
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Hydrograph of Well 1016
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Depth of WeiIs Used in Water Quality Analyses
Wei 1 Depth(ft.) Well Dia.(in.) Completion Interval(ft
McPark 50 6 open bottom 50
3001-S 34 2 screen 28-34
3001-D 58 2 screen 55-58
3002-S 35 2 screen 29-35
3002-D 5 9 2 screen 56-59
3003-S 32 2 screen 26-32
3003—D 93 2 screen 90-93
3091 67 6 open bottom 67
1005 68 6 7 68
1008-S 35? 4 7 7
1018 7 4 7 7
1020-S 5 0 6 open bottom 60
1022-S 4 8 6 7 48
1037 7 6 7 7
1039 6 0 6 open bottom 60
7 9
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August 19, 1986
Ms. Sara Weinstock 1^-X-\
Montana Dept, of Health & “jUo4,1'nbO'
Environmental Sciences ^




Re: Champion International (Hart Oil) Analytical Results,
TDD R8-8509-07,
Dear Sara:
Enclosed are analytical results for groundwater and soil samples 
taken at Champion International (Hart Oil Refinery), Missoula,
Montana by the MDHES. I have taken the liberty of tabulating some 
of the sample documentation information for easy reference to the 
data sheets (Table 1).
A cursory review of the data indicated that only a few HSL
compounds were detected, and most of these were also detected in
the blanks. Xylenes were tentatively identified in several samples. 
Lead was detected in a few samples, with values as high as 30 mg/1.
In general, the organic data were found to be acceptable for use.
Some qualifications for certain parameters were noted for inorganic 
data.
Please feel free to contact myself, Randy Greaves (organic 
QA) or Lynn Roberts (inorganic QA) if you have any questions regarding 
these data.
Sincerely,
Robert G. Smith, Jr. 
Region VIII FIT
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DMA OALZFXDt EETZKinOB 
Aegicn 6
Fbr the jsirpows of this date rrviov-dociiaent the fbllowiiig code letter#
«nd eeeocleted deflnitlo» ere provided.
U - Ihe neteriel %oe analyzed for, but wee not detected. Ihe eseocieted 
'numericel value is the estbnated sample quantitation limit.
J - Ihe associated nnerical value is an estimated quantity because 
the «iDunt detected is belw the required limits or because 
quality ocntjol criteria v%re not met.
IB - &timated sanple quantitation limit increased. Amount fowd in 
sairple reported. CCnpound detected at <5 X the amount In blank 
(<10 X for methylene chloride, acetone, toluene and phthalates).
UJ - Detection limit is estimated because quality control criteria 
were not met.
JB - The value is an estimated amount detected belw required limits 
eind also detected in the blank.
B - OorçoucïJ was detected in the blank. Quantity reported is
>5 X the mount found in the blank (>10 X for methylene chloride, 
acetcne, toluene, and phthalates).
R - Quality Oxitrol indicates that data is not usable (conpcw d
itay or may not be present). Resampling and raanalysis is necessary 
for veriflcatiat.
Z - Ito analytical result.
N — presmptive evidence of presence of material (tente^ve 
identification).
82
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ooffouNDs iDBfnrm)
Sanple No. -  tOoJl t V ~  ' ^ 3 ^ S
Hazardous Si£»tances List (HSL) Catcouixi» Dette*
torpwjnd Name (Xmllfier Oowents
(m/t) (if needad)
VSA. yvt r kVio 1% -■ ua





Tentatively Identified Oanpounds Detected: //c tJbU^cLtJ *  OOiS^
/JLQ . d ju U e J jJ l.
A i J j i l  Â t f ^ r .  feoA -
J A  ca..
Spectra Matching Quality
The qmctm %«re examined end found to be of good oaitching quality.
The Bpectn ««re examined end found to be of poor natdhing quality due to:
RererXa:
03
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OSPOUNDS ID E N T IF IU )
smpi* vto. H<L 3 %3 -  3 0 D /-2 )
H&zarflyjs Substances Lift (HSL) OoTpcwdB Det*c»«^»
Oaipound Hstie Xtount Oualifier C arrenU
« (̂ /j) (if needed)
VO^ . M .C-Jk 1 Qf idi_ J~ Jft
P e s r  wnni_ 4 Z r
Tentatively Identified Ctnpounds Detected: 0 /ÿ ~ 7
tJo \/nA T ick's IjwJiihtJ. _______  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
S p e c m  MatAing (Xiality
i/^  The cpaetn were examined and found to be of good amtcdiing c}uality.
 The spectjn were examined and found to be of poor neufüng quality due to:
Renmrlu:
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CCMPOUMD6 IDENTlFXn>
Sanplelto. Hû3A*»
_ _  S û o s -S
HagartooM Substances Lift (HSL) Cbnpowds Detected*
Coipourd Name Anount Ooallfiex Cbmenu
(if needed)
'/QA- cM\cr\Ax. x._____
__Îb(f  2:_____za_ I ____2:_______ Zg_
‘Tentatively Identified Oatgounds Detected; 'ffyJL. e ^  C>3/£.
I^sectxa Metciung (M a lity
The î pectra were examined and found to be of good intdung quality.
 The epectn were examined and found to be of poor leatAing quality due to:
Remarks:
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OCMPQUHDS IDDfnrUD 
Sample 3£g 3^0)-$
Haaardenis Biüastances List (HSL) Ctnpour̂ ac Detec*««̂ »
OoTpoaxS Jtene Amount Qualifier OstnejiU
-4 (̂ //) (if needed)
Y2& JlkigtnL.II 2. y 6
fifOA ~  z z z z n
_2Æ_
Tentatively Identified Ccnxxjmds Detected; Juc 'fit. ^02-7^
Bptctn e tc h in g  D a e lity
^  The qsectra were examined end found to toe of good «etching quality.
 The spcctXB were examined and found to toe of poor matching quality due to:
Rsrartos:
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COffOUNDS IDDmriED 
Sample Wa. J(7I ~  Se%-%y fL t
Hazartout Substances Lirt (HSL) Oaipounâc Detected:
CDipaml Hane Mount OuBlifier Oomantt
(g^/f ) (if needed)
(Vhlfnrirfi»  ---2___ _££_
Tentatively Identified Corpoi-nds Detected;  ̂ ^  00(^1
A/o Vkla.4‘ilj*- fe4,»A  —  --------  -------------------
6KLW Ê*/A  ̂ , tii^l-------- gcajj.-------
Spectra Matching Axelity
i/^The iqpectx* were exandnad and found to be of good natdhijng ^lality.
 the i^ectxa were exanined and found to be of poor matcdUng quality due to:
Ramarbs:
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OMPOUNOG ID E X n m D
Sample No. H C . 3 A 7  -
Hazardous Substances List (HSL) Carpounae Petec»-1t
Oonpound Name >roiirtt Oualifiea- Oomenta
(if needed)
VoA ~  ~ ........
icfi
f - l  .. K lfln a ., P t . i .* f c i- * a L




l / Tne spectra ware examined and fowd to be of good matdhing «̂ lality.
 The spectra were exsnined and found to be of poor matching quality due to:
Remarks:
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OMPOUNDG IDDfnriO
Sample tto. HC. 3 2 0
HaaardJos Si6gtancea Li et (HSL) Ocrpoimae Détectai:
Oarpdund Name >nr>unt Qualifier Omenta
.. (^/i) (if needed)
 |J"fwu "̂ •iÀJb.sÀuK _, —  ---
feA>A  ajEL
Tentatively Identified Omxajids Detected; cdh^^-xX^J ^  OZ.1^
Spectra Matdüjng Quality
v/' nhe Kpectra were exandjaed and fwmd to be of gocd matching quality.
The apectra %<are examined and found to be of poor matdhing quality due to:
Remark*:
8 9
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CCMPOUNOG X D IK n rU S
s«pïe Wt 3a.H -  /O O S ~
H&zardaus Sübstano^s L is t tHSL) Qjpovgids Deteeteat
Ccmpoond Name Mount Qualifier Ctnnenta
/l) (if needed)
X£Â cAlar iAr <* afi
ÊËA. »nV ci frfaf Af< ___ _  —  —
PEff  NdAJL ~ ~ _______  __
Tentatively Identified CoTçounds Detected; ,^Xt -fii- o-tta-eX*»/ ̂ O / y ^
S p ectn MatAing Quality
\ /  ihe Bpectra were examined and found to be of good mstdting quality.
 The epectr* were examined end found to be of poor natddng quality due to:
Renerke:
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OCMTOUNDS I D D J n n m
Senple Ito. 11% ,
Haaardaus Sifbstanees L is t (HSL) CtrrTPunde Detected:
Corpound Name










Tentatively Identified Ctrpounds Detected; 00fS~
S t^ iA ^ * At/~ü̂ r/mTf fiiîTi¥t- _______  —
Spectn Matching Quality
t f /  The spectn vere examined and found to te of good iiBtâüng quality.
The epectn were examined and found to te of poor matching quality due to:
Renarka:
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OJffOUMDS IDBTTIFIQ)
Sample Ho. M C 3Z5~ — T
Hazardous S\Æ>stanoes liât (HSL) Conpour^g Detee*-^t
Oorpound Kane Amount Ouallfier CameirU
Ip f l ) (if needed)
uU.  I o— I l   2_
6*̂ A r Klarij- PtijtcAtJ —  ___
f 6 $ T  n « -4 - j  —  _____
Tentatively Identified Ctorrocunds Detected; -hi*. A y  0/*!7
-W.0 VOA rAjmn̂vmn/k.,T. -.. .
Sÿaectxe Katdûng Owlity
l / rhe spectZB vexe examined amd found to be of good nattcbing quality.
 The spectn were examined end found to be of poor netediing quality due to:
Renarks:
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COMPOUNDS IDENTIFIED
S an p le  t e .  2.1 d  —  ^ g U W <  ?
Hazardous Sijbrtances L i e t (HSL> Cm w u n J s
Ognp x gd Kane
12*- rlUnia.-/ e u .i^ n x .Jj »r f -Tf ir̂ klofô 44\o,M̂
-X  n  f trt ____________
Aiïfz plaitialfliÂ—










3 Z 3 Z â ÿ 3 Z
Tentatively Identified Ccrnounds Detected ; /A. « y  ^
A'C l/p/tt,4l7.X4- ^uuJ.-------  --------  -------------------
Spectra Matching Oiality
Pte spectre were examined and found to be of good matching quality.
 The spectre were examined and fcund to be of poor imbdting quality due to:
RomrXs:
9 3
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U.S. 2PX CONTF T lABORATORY PROGRAMSAMPLE MAMAGEM&.WT OFFICE ZPA SAMPLE NO:P.O. BOX 818 ALEXANDRIA,VA 22313 MHB 343703/557-2490 FTS:8-557-2490 DATE:5-15-85
INORGANIC ANALYSIS SHEET
LAB NAME: CALIF.ANAL.LAB. SOW NO.: 784
LAB.SAMPLE NO.: P3774

















. F . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P
. .F . .P . .P .CV 
. .P . .P
. F . .P . P . .F . .P ..P . .P . .C
UG/L 2179 19 U
10 Ü 290 
0.1 Ü 3.0 U 109900 192.6 U 15]3438
5.8 19740 1098 0.2 U18 U 2997]
25U1.6 U 1055010 U
19 U 5.3]25N/R
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Ü.S. ZPA CONTP T LABORATORY PROGRAM 
SAMPLE MANAGEHij<T OFFICE EPA SAMPLE NO:P.O. BOX 818 ALEXANDRIA,VA 22313 KHB 346703/557-2490 PTS:8-557-2490 DATE:5-15-86
INORGANIC ANALYSIS SHEET
LAB NAME: CALIF.ANAL.LAB. SOW NO.: 784LAB.SAMPLE NO.: P3772







ELEMENTS,.METHOD /I. ALUMINIUM. . .P2. ANTIMONY----P
3. ARSENIC.....F4 . BARIUM......P5. BERYLLIUM...P6. CADMIUM.....P7. CALCIUM.....P8. CHROMIUM....P9. COBALT......P
10. COPPER......P11. IRON........ P
12.LEA D ........ F13.MAGNESIUM...P '0.4.MANGANESE.. .P15. MERCURY____CV16. NICKEL......P17.POTASSIUM...P
18.SELENIUM... F19. SILVER......P20. SODIUM......P21. THALLIUM----F
22.TI N ......... P23.VANADIUM....P24.ZIN C ........ P2 5. CYANIDE.....C
COMMENTS :
UG/L 410 19 U
10 U 197] 0.1 U3.0 U 53720352.6 U1.7 U 675
5.0 U 1103019 0.2 U 27] 1077]
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Ü.S. -PA CONTp- ^  LABORATORY PROGRAMSAMPLE MANAGEh^«T OFFICE EPa  SAMPLE NO;P.O. BOX 818 ALEXANDRIA,VA 22313 MHO 246703/557-2490 FTS:8-557-2490 DATE:5-15-86
INORGANIC ANALYSIS SHEET




CASE NO:5852 QC RPT.#5852
AND MEASURED 
MEDIUM
ELEMENTS..METHOD UG/L1. ALUMINIUM. . .P 102602. ANTIMONY... .P 19 Ü
3. ARSENIC... 13.04. BARIUM.... 6595. BERYLLIUM. ..p c 1.3]6. CADMIUM... 3.0 U7. CALCIUM... 645708. CHROMIUM... .p 509. COBALT___ ..p [ 11]10.COPPER--- . .p 7711.IRON..... 17110
12.LEAD..... 30.02 3. MAGNESIUM. . p 2059014. MANGANESE. . .p 9022
15.MERCURY... .CV .2U16.NICKEL.... . .p 4717. POTASSIUM. ..p c 4877]
18.SELENIUM... .F 25U19.SILVER.... ..P [ 3.1]
20.SODIUM.... 725121.THALLIUM... .F 10 U
22.TIN...... 19 U23.VANADIUM....P [ 18.5]24.ZINC..... . .P 8025.CYANIDE... N/R
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U.S. 2PA CONTF T LABORATORY PROGRAM SAMPLE KANAGEKLHT OFFICE EPA SAMPLE NO:P.O. BOX 818 ALEXANDRIA,VA 22313 MHC 245703/557-2490 PTS:8-557-2490 DATE:5-15-86
INORGANIC ANALYSIS SHEET
LAB NAME: CALIF.ANAL.LAB. SOW NO.: 784LAB.SAMPLE NO.: P3766
CASE NO:5852 QC RPT.#5852
ELEMENTS IDENTIFIED
CONC.: MATRIX: LOW:WATER: XXXX
AND MEASURED 
MEDIUM
ELEMENTS..METHOD1. ALUMINIUM. . .P2. ANTIMONY....P





19. SILVER......P20. SODIUM......P21.THALLIUM.... F
22.TI N ......... P23.VANADIUM....P
24.ZIN C ........ P25. CYANIDE.....C
UG/L 3179 19 Ü
15-rO'3240.6]3.0 U 44630182.6 U 
11]5244
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U.S. 2PA CONTR* T LABORATORY PROGRAM 
SAMPLE XAMAGEM^.T OFFICE ZPA SAMPLE NO:P.O. BOX 818 ALEXANDRIA,VA 22313 MHB 344703/557-2490 FTS:8-557-2490 DATE:5-15-86
INORGANIC ANALYSIS SHEET
LAB NAME: CALIF.ANAL.LAB. SOW NO.: 784
LAB.SAMPLE NO.: P3770










3. ARSENIC..4. BARIUM...5. BERYLLIUM6. CADMIUM..7. CALCIUM..8. CHROMIUM,9. COBALT...10.COPPER... 11.IRON....
12.LEA D ....13.MAGNESIUM14.MANGANESE15.MERCURY..16.NICKEL...17.POTASSIUM
18. SELENIUM. 19.SILVER... 20.SODIUM...
21.THALLIUM.22.TI N .....2 3. VANADIUM.
24.ZIN C ....25.CYANIDE..
. .P
. .F . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P
. .F. .P . .P .CV 
. .P . .P
. .F . .P . .P . F 
. .P . .P . .P . .C
UG/L 4718 19 Ü
10 U 440 
03.0 Ü 38810 222.6 U 
21]7418
7.1 12570 224 0.2 U18 U 2765]
25U1.6 U 6853 
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U.S. 3PA CONTR V LABORATORY PROGRAM
SAMPLE MANAGEMhjiT OFFICE EPA SAMPLE NO;P.O. BOX 818 ALEXANDRIA,VA 22313 MHB 345703/557-2490 FTS:8-557-2490 DATE:5-15-85
INORGAKÎC ANALYSIS SHEET
LAB NAME: CALIF.ANAL.LAB. SOW NO.: 784LAB.SAMPLE NO.: P3771
CASE NO:5852 QC RPT.#5852
ELEMENTS IDENTIFIED




3. ARSENIC.....F4. BARIUM..... .P5. BERYLLIUM...P6. CADMIUM.....P7. CALCIUM.....P8. CHROMIUM....P9. COBALT......P10. COPPER......P11. IRON........ P
12. LEAD........ F13.MAGNESIUM...P14.MANGANESE...P15. MERCURY CV16. NICKEL......P17.POTASSIUM.. .P
18. SELENIUM----F19. SILVER......P20. SODIUM......P21.THALLIUM. .. . F
22.TI N ......... P23.VANADIUM....P24.ZIN C........ P2 5. CYANIDE.....C
COMMENTS :
UG/L 487 19 U
10 U 346 0.1 U3.0 U 72880172.6 U 
6]1670
5.0 U 15550832 0.2 U 18 U 2341]
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Ü.S. 2PA COÎTTF T  LABORATORY PROGRAM
SAMPLE MANAGEh*.<T OFFICE 2Pa  SAMPLE NO;P.O. BOX 818 ALEXANDRIA,VA 22313 KHB 343703/557-2490 PTSî8-557-2490 DATE:5-15-85
INORGANIC ANALYSIS SHEET
LAB NAME: CALIF.ANAL.LAB. 









3. ARSENIC..4. BARIUM...5. BERYLLIUM6. CADMIUM..7. CALCIUM..8. CHROMIUM.9. COBALT...10.COPPER... 11.IRON....
12.LEA D ....13.MAGNESIUM14.MANGANESE15.MERCURY..16.NICKEL...17.POTASSIUM
18.SELENIUM. 19.SILVER... 20.SODIUM...21.THALLIUM.
22.TI N .....23.VANADIUM.24.ZIN C ....25.CYANIDE..
. .P
. .F . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P . .P
. .F . .P . .P .CV 
. .P . .P
. .F . .P . .P . .F 
. .P . .P 
. .P . .C
UG/L 15 U 19 U
10 U 255 




5]0.2 U 18 U 1037]










V O  A  — "  3 t . * * . U
D A T E  R E C  D :  4 / 1 8 / 8 6
l(5J
A S S I G N E D  T O :  J P L
P R O J E C T  #  I 0 2 5 0 T - 8 P 5 T
L O C A T I O N  : B O N N E R ,  M l
















1,1 01CHLOROE ̂ He,NE























ALL PARAMETERS REPORTED IN UG/L OR PPB
101































1.1 DICHLOROETHYLENE : <
TRANS-1 .2 DICHLOROETHYLENE :
1.2 DICHLOROPROPANE : %
CIS-1,3 DlCHLOROPROPENE : <. 
TRANS-I.3 01CHLOROPROPENE I / 
METHYLENE CHLORIDE : <
1 ,1.2,2-TETRACHLOROETHANE I < 
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE : <
1.1.1 TRICHLOROETHANE : v
1.1.2 TRICHLOROETHANE : <
TRICHLOROETHYLENE : '1
TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE ! 1
VINYL CHLORIDE ; 1









ALL p a r a m e t e r s  REPORTED IN UG/L OR PPB
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LOG # 
REQUESTOR 
ANALYSIS t y r e
S o — T  4 "  '
J .  P R I C E
V O A —
D A T t  P E C  D :  4 / 1 8 / 6 6 A S S I G N E ! '  T O :  J P t
P R O J E C T  #  : O C 5 C 1 T . - B R 5 3









































ALL PARAMETERS REPORTED IN UG/L OR PPB
103




8 6 - : 4 v
J .  P R I C E
V O A — : o v :  - 2  ( D J
D A T E  R E C  D :  4 / 1 8 / 8 6 A S S I G N E D  T Ü ;  J P l
P R O J E C T  #  : O 2 5 0 3 - 8 P S 3





































x y l e n e s
1.2 d i c h l o r o b e n z e n e
1.3 OICHLOROBENZENE
1.4 DlCHLOROBENZENE
ALL PARAMETERS REPORTED IN UG/L OR PPB
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L U b  #  
REOUESTOK 
ANALYSIS TYPE
86-740 DATt REC D: 4/18/86 ASSIGNED rO: JPt 
J. PRICE PROJECT # : O2507-BP37




















1.2 0 ICHLOROPROPANE 
CIS-1,3 01CHLOROPROPENE 
TRANS-1,’ DICHLOROPROPENE 










<1 <1 < 1 
< 1 < 1 
<1 











ALL PARAMETERS REPORTED IN UG/L OR PPB
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VOA— 3004 - 2























1,2 DICHLOROETHANE : <1
1.1 DICHLOROETHYLENE ; :1
TRANS-1,2 DICHLOROETHYLENE : <1
1.2 DICHLOROPROPANE : %1
CIS-1,3 0 ICHLOROPROPENE : /1
TRANS-1,3 DICHLOROPROPENE : <1
METHYLENE CHLORIDE i <1
1,1,2,2-TETRACHLOROETHANE i <I
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE : <1
1.1.1 TRICHLOROETHANE : <1
1.1.2 TRICHLOROETHANE j <1
TRICHLOROETHYLENE : <1
TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE : <1










ALL PARAMETERS REPORTED IN UG/L OR PPB
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LL't # : 86- : 40
RtUUtSrOR ! J. PRICE
ANALYSIS TYPE J VOA— 3








BROMODICHLOROMETHANE .1 1.2 DICHLQROETHANE 1 < 1
BROMOFORM :i 1,1 DICHLOROETHYLENE « . 1
BROMOMETHANE 1 TRANS-1,2 DICHLOROETHYLENE I ( 1
CARBON fETRACHLORIDE '1 1,2 DICHLOROPROPANE : <. 1
CHLOROBENZENE ■1 CIS-1,3 DICHLOROPROPENE : <1
CHLOROETHANE 1 TRANS-1,3 DICHLOROPROPENE 3 <1
2-CHLOROETHYLVINYL ETHER < 1 METHYLENE CHLORIDE 3 <1
CHLOROFORM <1 1,1,2,2-TETRACHLOROETHANE 3 <1
CHLOROMETHANE 1 ' TETRACHLOROETHYLENE 3 < 1
DIBROMOCHLOROMETHANE '1 1,1,1 TRICHLOROETHANE 3 <1
1,2 OICHLOROBENZENE <1 1,1.2 TRICHLOROETHANE 3 < r
1,3 OICHLOROBENZENE 1 TRICHLOROETHYLENE < 1
1,4 OICHLOROBENZENE ; 1 TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE < 1











ALL PARAMETERS REPORTED IN UG/L OR PPB
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W O E S  ANALT11CM. SERVICES REPORT
BONNER, MONIAW* APRIL IB. lOet
wgn .ugd og/l ug/l
•CENAPHTHENE acenafhtnylene ANTHRACENE BENEIOINE
MOl-l <10 <10 <1* <10
3001-Î <10 <10 <1* <10
500R-I <10 <10 <1* <10
ugO ugd ug/l ug/l
BENIOUl ANTHRACENE BENIOlalPYRENE 3,4-BENrOFLUORRHTHENE BENlOlgNilPERYLElt
JWl-l <10 <10 • <1* <10
Î001-2 <10 <1* <10 <10
Î0M-1 <10 <1* <1* <10
ug<I ug.'l ug/l ug/l
BENIOIWELUORANTHENE HS(2-CNLWCETH0JY1NETH. BIS<2-CH0*0ETHYll£THI* B1SI2-CHLOROISOPROPYLIE’
Î 001-! <10 <10 <10 <10
3001-2 (10 <10 <10 <10
3004-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
ug/l / ug/l ug/l ug/l
BlS(2-ETHTLHE«a)PHTHALAnH-BRONOPHENYL PHENYL ETHER BUTYL BENIYL PHTHAUTE 2-CNL0RIMÀPHTHALENE
3001-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
5001-2 <1(1 <10 <10 <1*
3004-1 (10 <10 <10 <10
ugd ug/l ug/l ug/l
4-CNCOROPHENa PHENYL ETHEIT CHRYSENE DIlENtOlt.hlANTHRACENE 1,2-DlCM.niOBEMIENE
3001-1 <10 <10 <10 <1*
3001-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3004-1 <10 <10 <10 <1*
ug/l •4/1 «g/l •4/1
1,3-DICM.0R0KN2EI(E l,4-*ICNlOm4GIZENE 3,3-MCWWKW2IMNE BlETHYl MIMLATE
30*1-1 <10 <1* <10 <14
3*01-2 (I* <1* <1* <1*
30*4-1 <1* <1* <1* <1*
108
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NPDE5 ANALYTICAL SERVICES REPORT
UR/I uq<l UR/1 U|/l
DINETHYL PHTHALATE Ol-M-RUTYL PHTHALATE 2,4-DlNlIROTOlUElC 2,0-lllNITROTOlllEKE
3001-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
3001-J <10 <10 <10 <10
3000-1 <10 (10 <10 <10
urYI UR/1 OR/l •R/l
Ol-M-OCTYl PHTHALATE 1,2-DIPHENTLHYDRAIINE FLUORANTHENE FUlORENE
3001-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
3001-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3004-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
OR/I urYI uf/l «0/1
HE1ACHL0R0KN2ENE HEIACNLOROOUTADIENE HEIACHLWDCYCLOPENTAOIEHE HEIACHIIROETHANE
3001-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
3001-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3004-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
tiO'l UR/1 UR/I u|/l
JMEM0ll,2,3t<l)M*C« ISOPHORONE NAPHTHALENE NITNORENIENE
3001-1 <10 <10 <10 (10
3001-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3004-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
URll UR/l UR/1 IR/l
N-HITROSODIHETHYIAHINE H-NITROSOPl-H-PHOPYLAHINE N-NITROSODIPHENVLANINE PHENANTHRENE
3001-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
5001-2 <10 <10 <10 (10
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NCOtS ANAITTICM. S W I C E S  M M N I
ugw Uf/l uf/l
OiretMn. PHIHALAIÎ Ol-N-BUllL PHTHAIAIE 2,4-»IHttfiOT<ILUEIC 2.0-01NltR0T0LUENE
ÎOM-Ï <10 .<10 <10 <10
U03-I <10 <10 <10 <10
3003-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
ug/l «f/l Uf/l Uf/l
Ol-M-OCTVl PHIMSLAIE 1,2-OIPKEMlHlMAZlllE FIUOAAKIHEIIE FlUOPEK
3004-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3003-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
3003-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
uq/l Uf/I uf/l Uf/l
HEIACHLOflOBEIlZEHE HEIACHURDWTABIENE tflACMLOMCtaOPEIITAOlEIIE HUACaWKTmilE
3004-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3003-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
3003-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
u;/l Kf/l Uf/l Uf/l
IN0ENan,2,3c4)P«IIEItE ISDPNORONE NAPKTHAIEIK NITROIENZEIIE
3004-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3005-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
3003-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
uq/l uf/l uf/l Uf/l
N-NltAOSD01AETH«LAnlNE R-NITROSODI-A-PROPYIARINE N-HlTROSODIPHENrLAIIIIIE PHENAAIRRENE
3004-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3003-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
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1005 <10 <10 <10 (II
ug/l uq'l ug/l gg/l
SENZOltlFCUORANTHENE IISI7-CM.DR0ETK0IY)«TH. IISIMHIOROETMYDETHER UStZ-CHlWOISIMWYllETH.
1005 <10 <10 <10 <10
ug/l ug/l ug/l ug/l
B[S(2-£TMYLHEIYl)PKTH«.AT»-W(JI«mMYL PHEMYl ETHER SUTYL BEHIYl PHTHALATE B-CHLORWAPHTMALEME







1005 <10 <10 <10 <10
u g / l  u g / l  u g / l  u g / l
i.j-DicaaMWiEK 1,4-iicnowBHHE* J,J-IIOMWBEWIRIIK iieTMYi nnmuTE
1005 <11 <10 <10 <10
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NPDES A N W . Ï D M L  SOVICES «PORT
UR'I I14TI
DIKEIHH PHTHM.ATE 01-R-BUTn. MITHRLRTE 2.4'OIRllllOTOlUERt 2 ,6-
1005 (10 (10 (10
ug/l u |/l U4/I
01-«-0CTVl PHTHALATE 1,2-OIPHENVLHVgRAIlNe FIWORAHTNEHE
1005 <10 <10 <10
ug/l «0/1 Uf/l
«lACHlOROOENiENE HEIACILOROIUTASIENE HEIACKLOROCTCLOPENTAOIENE
1005 (10 <10 <10
uo'l «0/1 ug/l
IHOEHO(l,2.3tiilPTRENE ISOPHORO» RRPHTHAUNE
1005 (10 (10 (10
UO't UR/l UR/I
N-HlIROSOttinETHTLAHlNE H-MITBOSMI-N-PROPTLMIIRE H-MITRBSOIllPHEIHLAHI*
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NPDES ANAUTICAL SERVICES REPORT
BONNER. MONTANA APRIL IB, lOM
ug/l .og/l ug/l ug/l
2-CNlOROPHENOl 2,4-DICNLDROPHENOl 2,4-DlMETWIlPHENDl 2,4-DIMlTROPlCNDL
3001-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
3001-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3004-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
ug/l ug/l og/l ug/l
4,6-DINlTRO-O-CRESm. 2-NITROPtieNOL g-NITROPICNai p-CMLORO-t-CHESOL
3001-1 <10 <10 ■ <10 <10
3001-2 <10 <10 <10 <10
3004-1 <10 <10 <10 <10
ug/l ug/l ug/l
PENTACmOROPHENOL PHENOL 2,4,i-TRlCHOmPHENOL
3001-1 <10 <10 <10
3001-2 <10 <10 <10
3004-1 <10 <10 <10
114
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NPOES ANALYTICAL SERVICES REROHI
RONNER, MONTANA APRIL 10, IM4
uo/l ,ugYI Vf/1 ug/l
2-CHlDRORHENOl 2,4-OICMlOR*HENOl 2,4-OlNETHTLPMEMOl 2,4-HNlTWPtfWL
MOA-2 <10 <10 (10 <10
J00Î -1 <10 <10 <10 <10
Î003-2 <10 <10 (10 <10
ugH Uf/1 ug/l ug/l
4,6-0 INI IRO-O-CRESIH. 2-NITRQPNENOL 4-NITROPMENOL p-cHiom-i-aiESOL
3WA-2 (10 (10 • (10 <10
J09M <10 (10 <10 <10
ÎORJ-Î (10 <10 <10 (10
ua/l ug/1 og/i
PENTACNLÔROPHENOL PHENOL 2,4,4-TRmOROPHtNOL
Î0M-2 (10 <10 <10
ÎA03-1 (10 <10 <10
Î003-2 (10 <10 <10
1 15
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P r i v a t e  w e l l  n u m b e r s .




































































Mobile City Trailer Park
Well 1
Mobile City Trailer Park 
Well 3

























1127 1/2 Idaho 
1125 XL






300 N. Russell 
321 N. Russell 
401 N. Russell 







1201 River Road 
1315 River Road 
1319 River Road 
1405 River Road
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R e s u lts  o f  a n a ly s is  o f  g ro u n d  w a te r  sa m p le s  
f o r  b e n z e n e , x y le n e  an d  t o lu e n e .
O liN cS OLD
H E L L
lEN
• E L L
jO H r L E
DO TE
j iS P L E S
i'i
L L 4 . B E N Z E N E
U 6 / L
T ' i i l E N t
U 6 /L
i lL E N E S
L i / l
.ILLIhHS i v O l 0 , / i c - 'S S 0 i l 1 \ l
HUNTER l 'X '7 ID-35 z E
1 0 0 2 " 7 / 2 9 / 6 5 L 182.0 4 . 2 22.0
K".: " 7 / i 5 , 3 5 C 4 197.0 5.4 26.4
lO'o: . ■ 4 / 1 8 / 3 5 L 157.0 15.0 ia.O
























































ISEV 10O» '5/71/65 HSU 77.0 41.0
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D A T E




T G IO E IIE
9 S /L
lY lE K E S
US/l
1046 4 9 / 1 S / 8 S C L •;i <1 <1
1 0 0 6 0 0 / 1 9 / 8 5 C A < 1 <1 <1
1 9 0 6 m*/02/E6 5M S I) <1 <1 <1
I096N 04/23/36 C c <1 <1 <1
VIETER- 1 0 4 7 I':'13/35 c E 67.0 3.0 1 8 . 0
hElRE- 1007 . 7 / 2 :  3 5 c 25.0 '.1 3.0
iOüPf' 1007 ■5/13/55 c a <1 <1; % 7 l':"01/55 c ft >1 a
1007 04/02/63 3H Cftl <1 '1
1007H ' . '4 / 2 6  *S 6 C c ■1 >1
1003 '.'■ ' ;5'35 C T'.O <1 <1
I'OB : ' 7 / : 3 ' 3 5 C L <1 (1 a! '.09 '.'5/13/65 c 4 ■1 ■ 1
1 0 4 6 "4/‘j;,''36 SH C f t l '.1 (1
10 49 ' 9 6 : c >1 <1
lO O S H "4,23/8, c c ■ I 1
THRASHER 1 9 0 0 0 7 / 1 4 / 8 5 5N RSU 66.0 <1 <11000 0 7 / 1 8 / 8 5 C E 58.9 < 1 5 . 0l o w 0 7 / 2 6 / 8 5 C I <1 < 1 <1
l o w W / 1 8 / 8 5 C A <1 <1 <1
lO W H 0 4 / 0 3 / 8 6 c C ■1 <1 <1
ROME 1010














R I C H I I E 101) O i ' 2 1 ' B î RS R3U
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CHWIM mîEîltWÎIOBSl CWWMIOII MîE« emiTv (MU PROJECT lO-Ml 
mSSCULA, MONTANA
tm u
OLD HEN SANfU SANM.EO LAO. OENIENE TOLUENE TTLENES
HELL HELL DATE ST 1%/L
..
UO/L US/l
1011 0 6 /ll'0 5 MS MSU <1
1011 00/10/95 c A <1 <1 <1
1011 04/05/00 3H CAL <l <1 (1
1011 04/03/00 C C \1 <l <1lOtlH 04,78/00 C C <1 <1 <1
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I ^ T E R N A T I O m  CCRFQAh T ID N  
m i  TV DAM WOJECt 16-Wl 















WJSt 1018 09/18/65 C 8 <1 <1 i l
1018 02/ 10/86 C C <1 <1 <1
1018 02/13/86 SB SB <1 <1 i l
H46 0«,02/66 SB COL <1 <i <1
1013 06/02/86 C C <1 <1 i l
1015 03/07/36 c c •;i <1 <1
1013 08/07/36 SB SH <1 /i
HIJ-iT in'» 07/06/35 C E <1 <1 U
:(‘i » (,7/26/55 '2 L 'I \1 1
! u i ? '09/13 65 C 6 <1 <1 i l
I,;: 06/02/86 SB COL <i 1 ■1
CHAI 0" : ,'7/26(85 [
1
::i.o 9.2 :i.'.'
09/18/35 A 56.3 6.7 6.5
KC'il /ii/;/c9’ C c •'! ■ 1
;-’I0 ,'*'0:.'36 SB COL /I ■ 1 >1
i " 2 , ( * 0*/02/36 SB '20L <1 ■ 1
i,4( 03- 36 <1 i l
1020» 06/03/86 C C (1 <1 i l
eCNERS 1021 07/18/85 c E .
1021 07/18/85 c E -
1021 ')7/:6/85 c I 221.» 14.0 41.»
1021 09/10/83 c A 25.5 11.7 4.3
1021 09/18(65 i L 162.0 8.0 48.4
1-21 10(01(35 A 71.5 5.1 21.»
1021» 02/ 10/66 c C i l <1 i l
« I C H L Î E 1022 I'22N 0«>16.'95«/i’WSt
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CHAItfiC'i iNTtf-Wir.Nii. c:5P£-?*T15tl 
îimvi ÎAU '?îue:î »i-wi IlSSmA, «HT/WA
9 f î / : i
jh N E R OLD t iE N 5 M P L E s M R L E S L 9 5 . B ENZENE TO LU E N E I.T L E S E S
N E L l N E L L O h T E B f U 6 / L U S /L iJ ô /L
1 > 2 2 C 'A , 0 3 / 8 0 3 N " T ï <1 C l C l
I0 2 2 N O A / 0 3 / 8 B 3R Î A l < 1 <1 C l
102: 0 A / 0 3 / 8 G C C <1 ■1 1
THORNBURG ■ a: ; 0 9 / 1 5 / 8 5 ■ <1 < 1 C I
1 0 2 3 * ■ j l / 0 3 / 8 i C £ < 1 C l C l
R N O E R S vN I v I A 0 9 / 1 3 / 9 5 0 ■1 <1 -.1
K '2 * H 0 2 / 1 3 / 3 6 C L C I <1 C l
io:»H 0 2 / 1 7 ' 8 6 c <1 C l C I
fO V S H A • > 0 / 1 3 . 3 5 c >1 1 • 1
iC A R  L O T ' 0 9 / 1 3 / 5 5 ; i <1 '1
!>-25 1 0 / 0 1 / 3 5 c i C l ■'1
1 0 1 ! 0 2 ' 1 0 / 3 , I I ■ 1 ' 1
>25 i i : ' ! 7 / 3 6 c ' 1 ' 1 • 1
f R E t ' S 102G 07/25/85 c L C l C l C l
102& 09/19/85 c L <1 C l Cl
T O W  p w r 1027 09/19/85 c l <1 <1 Cl
NTl, FAB. 1 0 2 8 09/18/85 c l ■1 C l Cl
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î>TE-NûT!î’'AL 
KxTEf -A'fiUît v41A f?-o)£:T n-«i Üiî-C'ULA. MIMM*
ghike; t,£i«ELI S4RPIEÎ hTE BY L A B . JS/L TOLUENEU6/L mE«sU B /L
C N A U îE E E 1037 
1 0 3 7  
1 0 3 7  
* 0 3 7  
I v 3 7
; 2 / 0 3 / 8 5  
0 1 / 1 3 / 8 6  
o 4 / ( i 2 / B o  
























• 1 ■ 1 Ic.'O
‘ 1
;i ' 1 
7 . 7  
■:i
CHANflON
' ) " l - 2  
3 0 0 1 - 2  
3 0 0 1 - 2  
3 0 0 1 - 2  



















1 0 . 7  
2.0 U <l <1 <1
<l




CHAW ION 3002-1 ,18/18/85 C L 2720.0 5450.0 6030.0
33'-'2-l 09/20/85 c A 2270.0 6180,0 6370.0
: 0 3 ' 2 - l 09'20/8S C L 1750.» 2650.0 4200.0
3 0 0 2 - 1 10/01/85 C A 1540.0 2780.0 4710.0
: v o : - i 08/07/86 c C 488 410 t
3 0 0 1 - 1 08/07/86 SH 5H 215.0 252.» '».»
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Nft'iTE i')10iOl.) 0*/03;69C*4/mj/5b SN SNSH <1<1
NICHLiE J il I'>n4/s5 C NC COST.
ÎRNEON. iiil IN'W'SS c SN CONT.
iOi: C'4f'o,«6 SN SN ccm.
iC'UN 'lillâlîil C NC (1
“«ICE :vi;n NC
N IN C H i IS I >' lo.'SS C NC <1
rO S P E P T ' . I p ' . 4 / v S f - 3 9 C SN C O N T .
J.JIEN C '4 /0 S iS 6 S N SN <1
l O l i N 04/03/% SN SN o
101» 04/03/86 SH SN CONT.
lOloN 04/04/86 C SH <1
lOIM 44/14/86 c NC <1
NOSE ISIB 10/16/BS C NC com.
1018 43/11/86 SN SH CONT.
101B 03/11/86 SN SN (1
1018 44/02/86 C NC a
1018 44/42/86 SN SN <1
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CBBEP OLD N E * S h H P LE O iN P L E D U W . CmiFOBB
H E L L N E L L S h TE hi SKTEKIB
«
H i t H T I T i ? O H i C . ' : » E B ÔB <1
IR R R R J 5 " . -
CHAU SSEE ; v 2 0 i 0 / ; = / ? 5 t BC CDBT.
I ' - ' - N 0 1 ' o r  O il t BC <1
I0 2 0 N ci C SB ( 1
I ' . 'Z v SB SB CCBT.
: " 2 o " 1 ,  Eg SB SB <1
! v : O H » 0 :  i : SB SB < 1
; v 2 0 '.-'“ '■ .■ ..'S O C SB cm.
’ TWEHS io:iN o : / i o  5 s BC <1
' i C R l i l l O ' i s ' O ; c BC >1
1 -)2 2 N C '  1 ' .  s o c BC CONT.
i o : : N • '> Î '1 ‘ 'C 0 c BE <1
1 0 2 2 N 0 2 / ; * ' ô c E BC <1
li'T: OH.'OT'Si C SB CONT.1022H 04/03/Sè c BC <1
1 0 2 2 SB SB CQBT.
1 0 2 2 N 04/am SB SB <1
1 0 2 2 0 4 / 0 3 / U SB SN com.
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P0V3KA iCA* IST! I ' . jK/:5 l - ) / i » y S 50W;:E/B6 IK« <1<1











BW'02/5oCI/CI'SB sm me;it '1<j











CHAUSSEE lOjJ i : / » : ' * s C IK COM.
!O jr 1 2 /2 7 /0 5 c IK COM.
1057 M /0 2 , '8 4 ■: IK COM.
0 4 /0 2 /0 4 SH SB <1
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5 M P L E
['AIE
S A N P L E 99W LAI. CCilFOSHBACTERIA
UTLEY 1038
1 0 3 8
04/o:/5i
0 4 1 0 2 / 8 4
CStI NCSA >1(1
CHAMPION 3 0 0 1 - 2 0 4 / 0 3 / 8 4 SN
C H A N P 1 3N 3 0 ) 3 - 1
3 0 0 3 - 1







C O N T .
CriANPiili 3 0 0 4 - 1
3001-1
0 4 / 0 3 / 3 4





3 ) 9 1
• ) 4 / 0 3 / 6 4  
■j 4 / 0 3 . '3 4
SN SN
SN
SAMPLER AM LAI lO m iF m im
A - ANALflICAL TECHNOL08IES
C - CHAMPION TECHNICAL CENTER
E - E.P.A.
L - LAUCKS
ME - N1350ULA CITüHTï - 1
SN - 3TATE Of NONTANA
'SU - MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
CAL - CALIFORNIA ANALYTICAL LAI INC.
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r-itfc of rcfcrt:
M I S S O U L A  C I T Y - C O U M Y  HEA L T H  OEPARTf ENT 
;f) Hest  Alde r fissoul s,  Vt. 59602, Ph one 72t-57C 0
L AC O R A T O R Y  WATER REPORT
Veter Source; WELL Owner: LENA  ROSE
Locetion: 1127 ICAHC ST. Addre ss : 1127 IDAHO ST.
NISSO OLA . IT 59601
Type of An alysis: Fecal C o l iform f'errbrane Filter 
Date Colle ct ed:  10/09/66 TIME: 0935  Ey; BILL PEERY
Dste Tested: 10/09 /86  TIME: 1250 Ey; TINA BR IGH T
Type of Sar.ple: F o l l c w u p
Sa mp le  I umber : 2261 86 A n a lysis Res ult : <1/t00r.l
•**f;OT COHTAMIflATED»»*
The cbcvt- (,'ater sanp I e v/as net c o l lected by a R e g i s t e r e d  
Sanitari an . Thus, the so ur ce cf the sample cannot be verifi ed  
by the Hea lt h Pepartirent.
The Icboratory e x a n l n a t l c n  of this sanplc showed no eviden ce 
cf ccllfcrr bac térie ccntar. I nat I c n . This Indica te d that, as
far -s can be d c t c r r i r e d  b y  c la borctcry excrIna11 o n , the 
•.ct-:r icc s.;fc far crin kir r at the tire tiw esr.plt was taken.
H’cic.'cr, -be se results can net be re tie d upon as I ne I cat I ne 
^ne S-'fet/ cf the .«.ter at j I I tlr.es unices the source Is 
:rre*. rty Iccatec an : ral rtelnad,
'ey .■.alt ccnstr uc I cn which ccos not p o sitively exclude all 
su rface ana sub s u r f a c e  centam InatIcn mus t be c o n s i d e r e d  as 
dangerous to health. All dust, pump spillage, su rface 
drainage, soil, etc., mu st be p r e vented from e n t e r i n g  the 
well.
This examination does not Include tests for hardness, minerals.
Iron, fI or I des, etc., nor does It Incl u d e  tests to d e t ermine 
su itability for Irr igation or for stoc k purposes.
PILL PEERY 
536 EDDY ST. 
MI SSOULA, NT 59601
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' - t e  ;f r e p o r t ;  l C / 1 7 / i f
r ISS OULA Cl TY-rCl'flTY HEA LTH  OE P AF. TfEt-T 
ÎCI Test Aide r fi ssouli, Ht. ;s£02. Phone- 72l- t7 C0
LAPORATORY CATER REPORT
Hater Source: WELL Owner: L EC hIGH T
Locatlcn: 1201 PIVER FD. Address: 1201 RIVER R D .
f ISSOULA, IT 59801
Type of Analysis: Fecal Colifcrr. I'eirbranc Filter 
Cate C o l lected: 10/09/ 86  TIRE: 0948  Ey: BILL PEEPY
Cate Te sted: 10/09/86 TIRE: 1620 Ey: TIM A BRIGHT
Type of Sample: F o l l c w u p
Samp le  u r t c r ; 227986 A n a lysis Result: < 1 / 100ml
»•»* OT COi;TAf I ; ATED»»*
The stC'.'; .cter sample was not cc liectes by a P e s i s t e r e d  
Sanit sr ian . Thus, the sou rc e of the sample cannot be verifie d 
ry the ith Cep a r t r e n t .
The labcratcry exer i nat i an of this sample shewed no e v i d e n c e  
cf cclift rr bacte r i a  conta.t. i nation. This indicated that, as 
far as : - r re d - j t e  r r; i ne d ay : Icbcr-tcry exa ringticn, the
..:tcr . : ; - f c  for drirkin; a t the t i r e  ■‘re sample was taken.
c . u r ,  T i e s e  r e s u l t s  c a n n o t  ce r e  l i é e  e , :c n  as  i n e i c a t i n ç  
t h -  c c f :  t \  c f  t h e  w a t e r  a t  e l l  t i r e s  u n l e s s  t h e  s o u r c e  i s  
; r :  p e r  ! ; i .  s a t e d  an.,  m a i n t a i n e d .
An" ell cens-ructicr vhich dees not positive I y exclude ell 
surface and subsurface ccntaminaticn must be considered as 
dangerous to health. All dust, pump spillage, surface 
drainage, soil, etc., must be prevented from entering the 
welt.
This examination does not include tests for hardness, minerals, 
iron, flcrldes, etc., nor does it Include tests to determine 
suitability for Irrigation or for stock purposes.
BILL PE E R Y  
538 EDDY ST. 
flSSCL'LA. FT 59801
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L : !.forT: I C ' / 1 7 / f f
r ISSOULA CITY-'^LUTY -F AL TU CERAFT-'EIlT 
3C1 ■'€£t Alcir ' lEscblc, r:i . 5'^fC2, Phcne 721 -5700
LABOFATOFY LATER REPORT
hetsr Scurce: lELL Owner: ELLET CHAUSSEE
LcccTian: 1315 RIVER PO. Ardress: 131? RIVER RO.
! I SSCULA, HT 59801
■t
Type cf Ar.clytls: F~ee,aJ Cclifcrir. l'cirtrare Fitter 
Date Cclltcted: 1C/CÇ/E6 T H E :  1000 8 y : EILL PEERY
Date Tested: IC/CÇ/EE TIfE: 1 230 B y : T U A  BRIGHT
Type cf Satrple: Routine
Sarrple t urrber : 228C £8 Analysis Result; <1/1 00ml
*»*t.CT CCHTAf I NATEO***
TiL- ..ccve water serpla .es not ccliccted t.-  ̂ Recisterec
San I ter i tr.. Thus, the source cf the sen p I e cannot be verified
s V the- Health 3 -t f  a r  t n e n t  .
The i t i o r o t c r ,  e x e r . i n s r i c n  o f  t h i s  s a n p l -  s h o w e d  n o  e v i d e n c e  
c f  t c l i f s r r  o a c t e r i c  c o n t c f i r e T i c n .  T h i s  i n c i c a t e d  t h a t ,  cs 
f a r  as car .  ... _ c t  c r i  r e d  :  y a l a b c r a t c r y  ex.ar. i n a t  i : o  , t h e
■■■at.r f a r  a r i n . l r c  a t  , ‘ e t i r _  t h e  sa f . ' p i c  as t a k e n .
i c « a " . . r ,  .% c : a r s s a i ' -  a c n n c t  hf rcli-.c aPCr, cs i r p l c a t i n r
- t o  s ’ r r T ,  -a: a-Tcr r - a I I - i r e s  u n l e s s  t h e  s o u r c e  is
p r o  : . r  I v I c c . ” ; a r j  a I 1 a : r . ; .
Any well ccr£-ructlc' %'icr j a :  rot acsitivcly exclude all 
surface enc subsurface ccp.tar; I net i cn rust be considered as 
dangerous to health. All dust, pump spillage, surface 
drainage, soil, etc., must be prevented from entering the 
well.
This examination does not Include tests for hardness, minerals.
Iron, florldes, etc., nor does it include tests to determine 
suitability for irrigation or for stock purposes.
BILL PEERY 
538 EDDY ST. 
M I S S O U L A ,  HT 59801
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ü£PAiirHe>'ir oe iieajuih and eHviRONxenrAL acLsaces
WAfGK QUALirV aUREAÜ 
A n a ly c ic a i Report
S ite : Champion Sawm ill and C a lifo rn ia  S tre e t,  M iasoula
Sampled by; Joho A rr ig o ,  B i l l  ClarK
Dates sampled: November S 6 6 , 1936
R esults o f A na lys is












lOOS Brandt < 1 ,0 < 1.0 < 1.0 <.005 HA
1008-1 Larson < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < .005 HA
1018 Rose < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < .005 ha
1020-1 Chaussee 1.19 <1.0 < 1.0 <.005 2.3
1022-1 R ie n lie < l.O < 1.0 < 1.0 <.005 HA
McCormick Parx < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < .005 1.6
1037 £ . Cnaussee < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 HA Ha
3001-2 < 1.0 <1 .0 < 1 .0 < .005 HA
3002-1 134.96 83.22 248.32 .012 > 50*
3002-1 tD u p lic a te ) HA HA HA HA > 50*
3002-2 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < .005 HA
3002-2 (D u p lic a te ) < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < .005 HA
3003-1 < 1,0 < 1.0 < 1 .0 < .005 3 .2 *
3003-2 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < .005 HA
3091 fa c to ry < 1.0 < 1.0 < L.O < .005 HA
3011 (B la nk) < 1.0 < 1.0 < l.O < .005 .5
E xp lana tion :
HA •  not analyzed
< l.Q  > less than 1.0 u g /I  d e te c tio n  l im i t  o f te s t  
u g / l  •  pa rts  per b i l l i o n  
mg/1 * p a rts  per m il l io n
"sample was tu rb id  th e re fo re  IOC values are e leva ted
1 3 7
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C d i i i i i s k r  G i b o n U o r k  s -
'• c> ;*OWFO»ATED
3 « S  W E W H O É tA W O P ttC E . LANC ASTE R  PA T7«M
U n iv e rs ity  o f  Montana 
Department o f Geology 
M issou la , MT 59812
#1018 Water Sample 
C o llec ted  @5/06/87 by WP
ANALYSIS
Phenols
V o la t ile s  in  Groundwater 
1 COPY TO U n iv e rs ity  o f Montana




















ATTN: W illiam  Peery
-hf &4MC ■*' «y 'v '
*oo>»io>T
ca\ 1 Siacqicj- ' o
03893 0 .00 014000
see eevense sioc eon em A N anO N
OF SYMBOLS AND AMNCVIATIONt
R e spe c tfu lly  Submitted 
Lancaster La bo ra to rie s , In c . 
Reviewed and Approved by:
Richard C. Entz, B.A.
Group Leader, Organic A na lys is
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<\>
-■r Z ■ -«NConoonfcTeo.
w e* HOLLANOffKE, LANCASTER PA >?601
A N A L Y S IS  R E PO R T
jé* -..jÆ XL ;X.> 1
U n iv e rs ity  o£ Montana 
Department o f Geology 




D iscard Date 
C o llec ted  by C
#1018 Water Sample P.O. 28144
C o lle c te d  95/06/87 by WP Rel.
RESULT LIMIT
V o la t ile s  in  Groundwater AS RECEIVED OETECTI
Benzene < I . u g / l
Toluene < 1. u g / l 1.
Chlorobenzene < 1. u g / l I .
Ethylbenzene < 1. u g / l 1.
Chloromethane < 5. u g / l 5.
Bromomethane < 5. u g / l 5.
2 -C h lo ro e th y lv in y l e ther < 10. u g / l 10 .
V in y l c h lo r id e < 1. u g / l 1 .
Chloroethane < I . u g / l 1 .
Methylene c h lo r id e < 1. u g / l 1 .
1,1 D ichloroethene < 1. u g / l 1.
1,1 -D ich lo roe thane < 1. u g / l 1.
tra n s -1 ,2  D ich loroethene < 1. u g / l 1.
Chloroform < 1. u g / l 1.
1,2- D ichloroethane < 1. u g / l I .
1 ,1 ,1 -T rich lo roe th an e < I . u g / l 1.
Carbon te tra c h lo r id e < 1. u g / l 1.
Dichlorobromomethane < 1. u g /l 1.
1.2 -D ichloropropane < 1. u g / l 1.
t rans-1 ,3 -D ichloropropene < 1. u g / l I .
T rich lo roe thene < 1. u g / l 1.
Dibromochloromethane < 1. u g / l 1.
1 ,1 ,2 -T rich lo roe th an e < 1. u g / l I .
c is - 1 ,3 -D ichloropropene < 1. u g / l I .
Bromoform < 2. u g / l
I , 1 ,2 ,2  T e trach loroethane < 2. u g / l 2 .
Te t  rach lo roe  t hene < 1. u g / l 1.
































A-T'et-a" g i'f 'V
Mrtu<3'y>, J'-of
--»■ 1 ;• «•’-q
SEi AEVEASE S4PE FOR EXPLANATION 
OF STMBOLS AND ABBREVIATION#
R e sp e c tfu lly  Submitted 
Lancaster La bo ra to rie s , In c . 
Reviewed and Approved by:
Richard C. Entz, B.A.
Group Leader, Organic A na lys is
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A N A L Y S IS  R E PO R T
U n iv e rs ity  o f Montana 
Department o f Geology 
M issoula, MT 59812
#1037 Water Sample 
C o lle c te d  45 /06 /87  by WP
ANALYSIS
Phenols
V o la t i le s  in  Groundwater 







D iscard Date 












ATTN: W illia m  Peery
*■'« Ar-m'<a<" *5Src i,r- 
-JOO'a'O'v 4'C’»<5‘al-On
- a> 4 ' **•
03893 0.00 014000
SEE «EVEMC SIDE FOR EXFlAMATtON 
OF STMDOLS AND ADDREVIATIOMS
R e s p e c tfu lly  Submitted 
Lancaster La bo ra to ries , In c . 
Reviewed and Approved by:
R ichard C. Entz, B.A.
Group Leader, Organic Ana lys is
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C i l  Ik ïisk r  L ' û h o n  i-k)! ii s
1KCOWÏOPATEO 
'"2435 NEW  H O LLA ND  P!KE, LA N C A S TE R  PA T7601
A N A LY S IS  REPO RT
U n iv e rs ity  o f Montana Date Reported 5/26/87
Department o f Geology Date Submitted 5/ 8/87
M issoula , MT 59812 Discard Date 6/  3/87
C o llec ted  by C
#1037 Vatex Sample P.O. 28144
C o lle c te d ,p5 /06 /87  by WP Rel.
RESULT LIMIT OP
V o la t ile s  in  Groundwater AS RECEIVED DETECTION LAB CODE
Benzene < 1. ug/1 1. 070300000N
Toluene < 1. ug/1 1. 070400000H
Chlorobenzene < 1. ug/1 I . 070500000N
Ethylbenzene < 1. ug/1 I . 070600000N
Chloromethane < 5. ug/1 5. 07110000cm
Brooomethane < 5. ug/1 5. 071200000N
2 -C h lo ro e th y lv ln y l e ther < 10. ug/1 10. 071300000N
V in y l c h lo r id e < 1. ug/1 1. 071400000N
Chloroethane < 1. ug/1 I . 071500000N
Methylene c h lo r id e < 1. ug/1 1 . 071600000N
1 ,1 -D ich loroethene < 1. ug/1 1 . 071700000N
1,1 -O ichloroethane < 1. ug/1 1 . 071SOOOOON
trans  I , 2 -D ich lo roe thene < 1. ug/1 1 . 07I900000N
Chloroform < 1. ug/1 1. 072000000N
1 ,2 -O ichloroethane < 1. ug/1 1. 072100000N
1 ,1 ,1 -T rich lo roe th an e < 1. ug/1 1. 072200000N
Carbon te tra c h lo r id e < 1. ug/1 I . 072300000N
Dichlorobromome thane < 1. ug/1 1. 072400000N
1 ,2 -D ichloropropane < 1. ug/1 1. 072500000N
tra n s -1,3■D ichloropropene < 1. ug/1 1. 072600000N
T rlch lo roe then e < 1. ug/1 1. 072700000N
Dibromochloromethane < 1. ug/1 1 . 072800000N
1,1 ,2  T rich lo roe thane < 1. ug/1 1. 072900000N
c is -1 ,3 -D ich lo rop ro pe ne < 1. ug/1 I . 073000000N
Bromofom < 2. ug/1 2 . 073100000N
1 ,1 ,2 ,2 -Tetrach lo roe thane < 2. ug/1 2 . 073200000N
T etrach loroethene < 1. ug/1 I . 073300000N
1 COPY TO U n iv e rs ity  o f Montana ATTN: W illia m  Peery
m
T*I* Mir^car A-S-tOC J or -U _*oc**!0', Acgfwa'-yftSwQ'Ci' •*■0* «S'-rtJ
stE nevEHSE Sioc ron exflanation 
OF smaoLS and AasREvunOMS
r
I
R e sp e c tfu lly  Submitted 
Lancaster Labora to ries , In c . 
Reviewed and Approved by:
R ichard C. Bntx, B.A.
Group Leader, Organic A na lys is
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CHEMISTRY LABORATORY BUREAU 
Management Services Division 
Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
/ ; ! ( ,  j r y  r
ANALYSIS REPORT 
OWNER: _ CkAmû*4M -  CjJ* àt iSi. ^
ADDRESS;
SOURCE INFORMATION: é/'smnA Wmjh^




DATE RECEIVED: S'/tit SAMPLER:
87 W  1074 87 w 1075
ANALYSIS U/tff 
3ôà / — /
UNITS
%i: PkanJf • o t/ ......... •-0O1 iw\l ̂
P/S. A! <'. CD.3 ^  fimo tU
Ph. fc . , o 4 M e / /_
bh. <r. '3 )5 ' . 0 3 M c /L -
Des. Sa
Stnitmt. ^.5 /i t g/z_





87 w  1075 
87 w 1074
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j ; i o S Y S
CHEMISTRY LABORATORY BUREAU
Management Services Division
Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
ANALYSIS REPORT
OWNER:
ADDRESS: H f u s a u / * . / ^ 7 - “
SOURCE INFORMATION:
h j U i t l ^ c /
DATE COLLECTED: DATE RECEIVED: f / e f  $  SAMPLER: ^ • - A a l p j L —
LABORATORY 
SAMPLE NUMBER
87 w  1076 87 w  1077
ANALYSIS
M & / /  
JOOA - f
RESULT
3 o ù A  — « L
UNITS
Phetf/f . 0 ^ 3 . o o 4 fvo )^
Pts. A ! < . 3 3
-------J*
r*\c.JU
l>h. / . / f < . o /
à ,
L
bti. M a / O ,  / .. c? / irPcj ! L.









87 w  1076 "  " 7 ?
1 4 3
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CHEMISTRY LABORATORY BUREAU
Management Services Division




ADDRESS; / ^ r -
SOURCE INFORMATION:
«w'e/// /  Affdaf. tjc./fr VM dtX l ^ t /  /CA-é
DATE COLLECTED: DATE RECEIVED: f ^  SAMPLER: ^  A^/ij 0
LABORATORY 
SAMPLE NUMBER ,
87 w  1078 87 w  1079
ANALYSIS uki/ 
.....3 c o S  -  /
RESULT ^  , UNITS
%4: fhwJs <CC1 'OOS r*c>li
Pts, A! < '.< 33 <.03> ^c/L
hh. fc . .. <• <3/ . 3 4
bii. . C- 6— . 2 7




“fkttKtnt- M ^ S' ix<;
REMARKS :




8 7  w  1 0 7 8  8 ^  1 0 7 9
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f S L O S f l
CHEMISTRY LABORATORY BUREAU
Management Services Division
Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
ANALYSIS REPORT
OWNER: C .h .A lM
ADDRESS: fff T “
SOURCE INFORMATION: S A  - f / n A
Date Analyzed: kt ia |




f/.iA-4^P7 RECEIVED: * / /  ?  SAMPLER:
LABORATORY 
SAMPLE NUMBER
87 w 1087 87 W  1088
ANALYSIS M / / '  .. UNITS
%-k P h até /f eOO) •cca
M .  At <r, OS <•. '3 3 1 ; ^
t̂s. .  a / <  <3/ lYclU
bii, t̂ A , 92 . "T 3 0  S' rmj L-
CtrV. Sa . ^ 9 nyvir,
ÔtHZtmt. ^ ,5 ‘■.S
a*1 V/: IL
.To^NiÇfiC «r S ^.s
r J
REMARKS :
87 w  1087 87 w  1088




Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
ANALYSIS REPORT
OWNER; Ç k â t n ^ t a m  » S / .
ADDRESS: /a. A f T ~
SOURCE INFqiMATION: A't.
pftdLX /**/ _______________________




Date Analyzed: 4  / A 1
Analyst:
1 4 6
87 w  1080 87 W  1081 87 w  1082 j
i
ANALYS1S U t U  
*  / 8 / f
* /e  / /  ". RESULT
^  J 0 3 7
M / y  
^  /o39
UNITS
b/j A I 03 <.03 <. 03 M g ) L
0iS. ft. . / & a>l .  Of^
O  * 
fv ic  /  L
b,i. . 5 " ^ <'.OOS <r. o d )£ h^lL
b... A . 2 6 . 2/ . c ? 4 y n o / L
87 W  1080 87 W  1081 87 w  1082
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CHEMISTRY LABORATORY BUREAU 
Management Services Division 
Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
ANALYSIS REPORT
OWNER:
ADDRESS: _ 7 ftr~
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it. H r .1 f n - I t i M r t  I n t i t s t o i »  H r u f l »  A A i t . t r  
M I o l r i t . i l  M i i t r l r n t  Hi d I ttm
f r s p t  i t  s i ’V I 'M  1 4 ' f \n A 2 % }
t - M i r v I  s M l l . i t i -  i r \ ; > i o s i -  h r o f h .  t I .S Th  l a  A 2 a |
sr< H
Mi ll  . t tn l  RNIA
I M N H I ,  T w c fr i  f lo d, it  f  r . p l l  Z . 2 .  IbO O w /  *  ra ma f i l t e r e d  
l i ' . i i l i ' d  g  is u  11 M«-. p l u s  17 l *n $ i /w f  a # H  KNO^
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I 1 H> Mi ’N M f t h i M U M f -  l o n l l d i - m i '  l . i i w l t s ?
I’ i I t  * >1.1 i; r i 'M t  b / ? ' t ,  m 1 4 I S l l / * l .
1 »<’ 1 AC 1 Uii  't 1
B * i  t  (' r  1.11
.1. H.tt. e r r  1 n  1 c a l « i i | r t  o l  « I M i i m i  n t ot p l io  l t > c \  r , '  p i ,  l e d  i n  
l i .  i i i i t n r i - H  wi r r  , t i ' sc  r  1 b t  r t , C r . im  s t . i i i n i i .  t n d  u s ,  d  '  u 
I . A n v HNH c u l c t i r i ’ s l io wlnp .  r h n o i ( i  w I n  t h e  K.-tso I i n<> l . i s r r  w« 
J .  I f  K f o u t  h  o c t i i r o d .  t h f  s u r v i v i n g  s p p c l i - s  w.is  . i p n t n  Cr af»
, < . imp I f  Mt P - H  t 1  s p i ,  I t  s 1 s o l  ,1 r f « | )  , tt1(»2 '  1 t ?4i 1 SI , 1 i t  q 1 ,
" P u r ,  ( 11 MT, s " f r o »  s i  r ,  i k  p l r i t r H .
1 U 1 * M M  1 In
r r  r i t i i i  s o h c M t c u r c d  i n  MHi  m r d l U t * .
s t a i i i i ’t .«OÜ s o f t i p a r f d  t o  t h e  o r t p i o n a l  t s o l a t e .
i ‘O I - 1  ( ? i i  i s o l a t f s l .  R e s u l t s  f o t l o w -
f'AMIpl 1 1 . 0 .
It 7 : i 4 # n  7
t . r  M
M b r p i t n l n i t v  ?
U l  1 1 1 r ,1 t o n  u l  MNM 
«liip 1 t c a t  «• t  ub i ' s
, i i » . -   ̂
/ ' e t f u i  m l  f
R, ' i  sMi.Ht  I n n  . 
f i r n w t  h » , •  7
Ml i ‘ - n 1 -  r . , H . 1 A<* , 11 .1.  I I  I I  1 1 hI'ni. 1 , Il i f t  ,1 f i r e  i - 1  1 H c J I r t i r n t ,  nt> 
« 1 able « r  1 ! *
r o - is  , s l o R  I f  . p 1 1 r  . 
A 1 1 l i s t  I T S
tiniDi-)' . Mi  r i  ll • s p o f f s  no  v e R P t l t l v r  
ei  r in l  nA( , ' d  c e l l s
' -
su  1 At r d .
1 Mi'C l icMnoKi' i i - 10 l.l . m m ; . i -  1
1 0 0 2 - 1 ! .  . o c c i St a p h y lc t c M c c  1 
c l u A t p r a
♦ s 11 « h t  h n n o K -  
1 n  1 ? i t  1 un
1 3 -  i n  ri.M s e d i m e n t ,  w i t h  
v i a b l e  c e l l s
7 ' r n d . Hi  t i R l f  . p a l  r s  . w i t h  
c a p s u l e
, 1 3 -  in  l i . i . no v p R e t a t I v e  
c e l  i s
"■»■ n r a . n . a .
»  . H p o f f -  (o rA t l i> K  i n
l o n g  c l t r t l n s
. b f im o , ; , 'n  1 f i l l 1 3  d a . • s p o r e s  n o  v e g e t a t  1ve  
R f  r * l n j t  t 'd  c f  1 Is
I n  , r rn ls n o n -  s i tn r , -  1 n rm l  ng - -
"  ■
n o n -  - p v r ,  1 o r m l  I n  
t a p s i t l f s
• s l i a h t  l in i iMigen»  
1 e a i I o n
t n m r  c e l l s  I n u n d
1 2 - 1 4  n« R . . . . . . n . a . .....
M  m g . n.  I I . -  » 1 I p f t r  h o m o K -  
1 f  n 1 t . i l  1 on
In  J . i .
1 - ■ H l i f t l i l  homo;  .. 
' , M 1 ? i f  i UII
VI t l . i,
I I  .  r o d . n o M -  s p o r  p 1 o r m l  nti  
s l n i t l ' * , s h o r t  c h . t l o s
• % \ I#ht h o m o K "  
> e n l c a t i n n
IN'p. 1 - 1
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f Cf ,# oil TV|M< Mr I I U.K l.tn HNH rioM* irHulitton KfMfli»
I sr̂lti i / JttfflU.ic** Cube» / rt»quirvd /f;rpwrh , , /
*roU*i Hhori , 'ipiffr fnrin-  ̂» hi»m»̂i'nlzed * 10 Jn. '"'spnf 7" Ri-rn- I nn vr̂rtaf
loK. 2*6 ct I li «I ; edit
*'* ' rod* shorĉtporr* for»- • homôt ml zed I ̂ d.t. «porr» rciMin no vcpt*tot4v#
Imp* Î-6 cel I» » ’ c*ns
20 * rodfl tonp rod# with • hnmou* ml eod 13 d«> *por« 4 ri-n̂in mo vopetotlvo
«porct.choioH . cf I MfP.Hoft. *)
21*22 ««OK. n.4. - Siltthl Honir>i|fn- 10 J,*. m.a.
- I K.il (i»n
3Ï * rod# short, sport* lor«- » no hoiooponi cm* 11 da. spore# ri m#lm mo vrpecacfvo
Imp, loop chofn# * tion cell#
26 mop. m.o. - SHpht hoioopem* H) do. n.a.
» I:*tlorn
& shore ch# I ms ^ J ntprf
2-4 mrp. n#. n.«. 10 d«. #,#.
7. * cocci St#ph*lIke • hmmogemltrd IÎ d«. • Sl#pN. #p.
prnupimp •
fl. ' rod# shore rod# in » hoMopemfted , Î d#. * spore# per»- no «epe|#elvo
Choln# f> «iniies » I mated cell#, I. Stf l»C,
_ __ with spore# présent __
9. > cocci 2-6*# proups - no hoimope n I :#- 10 da. n.a Sere In# #£ĵ
• rod# non - s p o f f * hvmH'KenI:ed 10 da. iu#« c#p#ul#trd
simple & pairs * rod#
11. - rod# Short rod# simple & * hoflwpemlted !'• da. n.*. mep. p## prod.
pair# Cmt. «{fcolir.)
12. * rod# ipori'lorailnp In • hooopenlted 11-10 y pore# prr»ln* no vep«c#tlve
ilnple# # chain# d#. ated celt#,§.Sobt.>p,
M. . rod# #oorformlmp In * homopen I #ed 15 d#. spore# perrtitn- no vepetatlve
chain# #ied cell»,P.SMht.#p.
16, no pr. n.P. - no hoowprni*#- 10 da. n.a. no prowch
II. ♦ cocci o#fr# with • no homopent##* 10 da. n.a. dI piococcI
j capful* - tIon with capsule
16. • rod# Larpe spore - * hoampenlted 15-10 spore# remain no vepetatlve
formlnp cholna . da. cell*. >.Hep.
17. » rode ' Larpe ipore* « homopentxed 15-10 spores remain no vegatacive
' formlnp chain# # da. cella.B.Heg.
Ifl. » cocci pair* * no ho#opeml#a- 15*10 n,.i. diplocotcl with
* (Ion da. capsule
10-20 no pr. n.a. - no homopemi:a- n.a. m.a. no growth
- t ion
Mi:P n. Controli I. Popular ion. tea# than lO/IOOmI by Multiple tube method. Less than i/ml by plat*
count method.
2. Three specie# Isolated from tube culture(T5B)
). One cocco-baci M iary rod. one #pore-formlnp Cr.*m » rod, one coccus ol uncertain 1.0.
1002*I I. Popular ton. 726/ml, by plate count, Greater than 200 but less tham 7,000/lOOmI. by
multiple tube method.
2. Twenty four species isolated from steak plates, som* e wpec ted to be duplicate**
3. Three!11 Gram * spore forming rod species, Posslblev P. Subt.. S- Su£̂**ae**iSl£ *
I. mepacerlum .
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fliHMARY l
c o m i;l u s >i)HS:
A, *> f I  C f*m  ► , iH 'ii- spA rc  - 11* rm ( tie ro ü  >p<(. i #'s . o»»«* sy* t I* s s u i 'k i- i t  s c o l l t o r m  
* nnm*e4 S» I <ifm 111̂  sp, 4.4 c 1 « p4»«*sHj|r dntf Ç « H ‘ rob.«.» <‘ r  s p .
Uni- Cr-tm * cur»  ms nr>rph«»litKV s .i \t wi ip .
6 .  M,ii" Cr.nti • i iK iU H  s p 4 'c l« 's . supK t's l .« lU p ln f c c w s  ^ .
7 . Mntnnpt'tii ;r,T( I r>n m u K t‘ s i* t  m l i . r o h l . i l  n t r i v l t y  but ls«i*L  iilw n y s  f o l  lo w U
by u ro w th  In  t he ^WN i . u l t u r c .  T tir  t , nU in c y o l g ro w th  c u i i t l l r io n s  t o  bi* a n .ic r o b ic  
nr  m if  ro *iT 4 » p h l M  U  m.iy • •■ c lin ic  th e  « tc ro h c i b u t  not lh«* ! .tf u f t . i t  I vc s
1 . P o p u la t io n ,  I A(1/ml . bv p l a t *  co u n t * C fO a tc r  thart ?<H> b u t I c i i  th a n  7 1 0 0 /  lOOmI ,
Hv mn11 f p ic ( iilic mu I boil.
2 . Iw r n t y  i p c i l r i  i i o l . i t i d  fro m  i l r r a h  p l . i l r n ,  snmo c x p i-c tc d  t o  be d u p l ic  a t  .
I .  F iv e  fir  im p o > >ltlv< ' s p o n  - I  u rm l iig ro d  s p c c l i 's ,  m o rpho logy lU K K C vtv « # .  # u b f  ̂  .
I *  •■wbt 1 1 1 * , t f . i r . M<Ki f . iftd  h . me g a t c r  l u *  i g .
6 .  0«u' U r am * n o n -s p o fc -1  o r  ml og ro d  <p .
"i. One Gram •  n o n ^ ip c r c - i o rm i ng r o d ,  m o rp h n ln g y  a w g g c it a  n o n -g a i fo rm in g  C o l I fo rm
* ip c c l« - i .  p r o b a b ly  E o tc r o b a c c c r  vp« 
h , One Cram * c o c c u s  s p . . m o rp h o lo g y  lu u g c s ts  a S t.tp h y lo c u c c u »  i p .
One Cram  » c o c c u s  s p . . m o rp h o lo g y  s u g g e s ts  a  S a r c ln a  i p .
Two O lp lo c o c c u s  v p . .  . b o th  w o rr  c a p s u la ta d .
7 . Homogfml s a t I on In d ic a t e s  m l i r o b ! a  I a c t i v i t y  b u t w a s n 't  a lw a y s  f o l lo w e d  by
g ro w th  In  HMH c u l t u r e .  The te n d e n c y  o l g ro w th  c o n d it io n s  t o  be a n a e ro b ic
.«f  I ; . r  ' I I I  1* 11 . I .  'n  11. pmi.m 1 h u t mnr f h»» I .r i* 11 . i '  I inm  .
Go 111 a rm s . s u m r t lm r i  p m e n r  In  w e l l  w a t e r s ,  w ere  la r g e ly  n o t in  e v id e n c e .
T h is  s tu d y  g iv e s  some s u p p o rt t o  th e  c h i-v ls  th a t  c e r t a i n  b a c t e r i a l  spec l e i  fou n d  to  g ro u n d  w a fe r  
may be .*hl« to  uC M  I re  th e  i_arbem o l  h y d ru c a rh o n s  In  g a s v l In e ,  iT ie n i t r o g e n  s o u rc e  p r o w lJ r d  In
t h i s  s tu d y  WHS H I t f a f  •'< H I t  rc g v n  I .  In  m a tu re , o t h e r  n i t r a t e s  w o u ld  be a v a i la b le  and m ig h t b e t t e r
s u p p o rt r he h y d ro c a rb o n  u t l i l x l m g  b s « . t e r la .
T h is  s tu d y  f u r t h e r  In d ic a t e s  t h a t  some a e r o b ic  s p e c ie s  p r e s e n t  m ig h t not h ave  had o p t im a l c o n d tC to n a  
l o r  g ro w th . The s u r fa c e  la y e r  o f  g a s o l in e  la r g e l y  e x c lu d e d  o x y g e n . D ls p l t e  t h i s ,  some s p e c ie s  d id  
s u r v I v e .
f l / k  ZiVu
A r r h i i r  C . (>avl<J>un, A s io c  l» | r r c t * * r ,  K . S . ,  M. II.
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T h#  l ï o t e r w i n . i t l o n  ô f  M c t e r i « l  Im# M o l m t f d  f r o «
W ^ M  W i i t e r n  C o n tew im m tf f#  C « « o l l n «
•nil Their Ability to Utlliie Mydrocerbon#
Teit y i U t  6étê Hecili





M c t e r U I  
Typ#f











To iirtcrmlne the bacterial oenulatfon of teat well aamol##.
To Isolate bacterial type* by atreak elate «etboil, deacrlbe colony tyoe, and transfer to 
pure culture.
Gram stain Isolates, describe, and Identify species where possible*
Inoculate Isolates Into, "Nutritionally Deficient HedftMi"|HDr>.
If any isolate prows In the NOM,
to the Drlplonat Species Isolated.
Comnartsons were made with EXXON #lo-Pond (#3> Isolates and to some common known bacterial 
species from laboratory stock cultures* (some of these are common to well waters?.
Trvntic Soy broth and Apar (la and 2a) 
lauryl sut f ate Trvittn**r hrothf la and 2a) 
Standard Plate Count Medium
A. Brain Heart Infusion broth ê Apar
3. TSA with 3% sheep blood
6, NDM, Tween tO water, oM ).2, I600 u/prama
filtered leaded pasollne, 1200 u/#. NN^JIc.
3002-1# / 3002.*# / 3003.IB ./JQW-U -i-3w4T»





P a c r e r U I  colonies of 'Mistlnet mornhnlnpy'*waff nicked to "Tore Culture" from streak plates 
Pitre cultures were described, Oram Btslned, and cultured fn the MOM shove.
Anv HIM culture showimp chsnpes In the pasollne laver were then suhcultured In BHI broth.
If erowth occured, the aurvlvlnp specie# was apaln Oram Atalned and compared to the orlplonal
I sfilsfr.
r w o N  Pimnmnd Isolates and known aoecles noted Is Ht objective above %»ere similarly cultured 
In the NOW, Cram Atalned and described.
isolatef Celt lit 11 last Ion of Re Iso I at Ion Remarks, A or
1. - rod. ihort
HnmoR. below Rss 
Partial layer
A da/ + Cnterobacter sp.
3. 1 round Teast-IIke
no homoR* loda * %pore-formlnRyeast
A.
short rods In 
clusters
Partial WomOR. 2 d » .  * remains viable 
over lone term
3.






partial MomoR* 2 da.-two* 4 
4 mo. ♦ . . _
Micrococeus ap.
i- * cocci ‘









caps u l . 
- roda
short capsulated 






short appear to 
lolflted variable
partial homoR under 
mas laver
4 da. * 
4 mo. *
viable over Ions 
tern culture
A.
short variable partial to Rood 
Homoa.
2 da.(p) + 
4 mo.(a) *









survive# but mo 
effect on aaa
6. - rods
short rods In 
clusters
partial homoR. 2da. 4
kiflflLi______ t , ____
Rrow# under rss 
lever. _ _
1. * roda
mo proup morph, 
simule cells
partial NomoR. Ada.. 4 survive# over lonR term. Sp.?
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lit f 1 lent Ion of Nfm 
duplIcate tube*
Time C e l s d a t  Ion 
I7f0ulred Crowth









6 da, 4.. 
4mo .  + i ̂
1Ittle or no ch* 
to gas layer
3.
Ions cap*, rod* 
varlahlalcapsfd)




white col.on n.a. 
Arthrobacter *p.?
Ï. * cocci




cocci In Irregwla 
clusters
6. * cocci
appear to he 
dinloeoec1
medium to good horn, 
e n t 1 re *a* layer
?da, *
Amo, $
cocci In pairs * 
capsule
T. « rod*
mod. rod* In 
C Instar*
medium to good horn, 
entire *a* layer
Ad a . *,— 
Amo. *




some 4-A ce 11*
partial homo*. Ada. * »" 
Amn, *
slew growth c 
uncertain moroh.
1. * rod*
shorr can*, rod* 
2-4cell Rroup*




1 Ight growth unde 
gas layer
3. * c o c c 1
diplococfl In 
chisters






random R r o n n 1m# rln* of growth at 
too contact c glass
A d a . f growth alow but 
survives lone ter>
6. - rod*




Ada, * growth light but 
survives tone ter'
J. 7 lost
Med,-good homo*. ?da. light * Amo. good +
active growth ove 
long term
1* » s i r rod* In chain*
Ad*. Ilfht * 
Aeio. good *
spore-forming 




partlal to good 
hoa*og.
2da. light * 
Amo. good 4
ring of growth at 




partial homo*. Ada. light •
Amo. medlum-cood
ring of growth at 
class edge
♦ rod*
short rod* In 
random corue*
part 1st to good 
hbmpc .
Ada, light * 
Amo. cood 4
ring of growth at 
glass edge
7 . - rod*
shmrt rod* In 
random croup*
medium to good 
ho m o a »
7 d * .  light *
Amo. med to cPod
headed growth at 
class edge
1 . r o d *
rod* In circular 
ostcern*
no apparent homo*. A d a .
Amo, ♦.»(?)









from white colony 
cood survival ft c
4. « rods























Ion* rods of var. medium to good 
homo*. . . .  .




short rod* In 
circular cluster*






* rods spore-lormln* rod no growth no homo*. )mo. -









no homog.(TSII adde 
no growth In Afthr.
M roanui 
e.aaroK
_ L C O C c L  
♦ cocci !




e a c c lient homo*.
2da.-3mo« ** 
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COHCtDSKWS
I .  TSf tflo  Hv Coonr w#* TO.fXW fremofteH t«  tk #  n #n r^4 t fw i  9 lf f f i l f< e a n tflrurP̂) / lOOiwI. < ï û O M w t , ),
?, ue-rr picltrfi frnm 4 » r m V  9 mnH o«ir Info Puf# rtilfnrn n« M#lfhro|n H#orf
Infusion). Of fHn fnn l4nl«rn^, A H e t n f p o  worn «nirltnfl for ciilfitrln^ In N W .
1. FIvm of tHr <1% twirnrnm prnHnf n,4 nf lenmf n » r f M l  HnmngnnI t#t Ion of thf tnyrr* On#
dlH nnr nrortucn nnv cH^n## hiif 9#####M fn grow lw*f iinfl#r fh# R#nol In# lay##.
6. * varl#rv of mnrpHologl# e # M  fvnra w # ## found hut Cram » eocci w # ## mo## common*
Samol# l<H>7-7h!
t, Th# nnf»»ilaflnn rrportnd I# 7A,OnO/fOOml , f 740/ml, Î,
7. Ten of fhemnut n m m l o r n f  tvn#a of colonir# ##or#*#ntIn# Q4t of fhr nonulafinn u#r# nicked to
Pll## Cniftire nm n«*.
1. Of the r#n colonic# In Pi»r# Cultii##, ffv# w#r# selected for cottur# In the WDM,
4. Four of ih# citltiif## were Cram- rod* and on# was a *ram varlahle rod,
?amnl#
I. The nnnttlafino rrnoftcd I# AOO/lOOml. ( Sh/ml . ) .
7. Ten of rh# moat common colony type# reoraaent Inp *7% of th# oopulatlon %*##« nicked to Ptire
Till r lire on FMI ,
1. Of the ten cnl tu#oa .# Ip.ht were selected for culture In the NOW.
4. Three were Cram • rods* two w#re Cram - rods, and three were Cram * cocci
One aoeclea failed to oroduce homogen I%atIon of the gasoline layer but the remaining seven 
spec I#* gave partial # 0  good homogenisation over the long period of Incubation.
Sample loc4-|gj
I. The ponularlon renorfes Is 4,AOf'/|OOml,<4A/ml7,
7. Fight colonies were picked to Pure Culture.
3. Of these, A were selected for culture In NOM.
6. Two were Cram ♦ rod#, one was a Cram - rod, and one was a Cram « coccus.
3. All of the cultures developed slowly, survived to some degree, and yielded partial to no
homngenirat Ion.
< amn I e 11104-7^1
1. The pofiiilarioo reported Is Ai *nnO/IOOm|, f AI O / m l , ).
?. Ten colonies were picked to Iur# C vIture«
1. Of these, sis were selected lor culture In the MOM.
Ù. On# was lost due to a lah accident. One was a long Cram « soore forming rodfsfr) probably a
sperfes of the genus Age 11 lus. Two were Cram * spore forming rods, and on# was a Cram - rod
Hne was a Cram * coccus.
5. Ail produced partial to good homogenisation and survived the long Incubation period. The 
Cram ♦ sfr was recovered In suhseouent culture because of regeneration of the snores.
FTVOW FfOPOHO yj. The Faaon iloFund system Is a functioning ecosystem designed to utilise h#ct-
hactcrla fnr th# hI odegradatlon >*f phenols and other related phenolic hydrocarbons In refinery 
waste water which Is ultimately discharged Into th# Yellowstone *lver east of A H M n g s ,  HT,
t. T#p Isolates were oreoared from FAP-3 water and carried along with the experimental well
w a t e r s .
7. Seven of the ten hlopomd I s o l a t e s  are herewith reported,
3. All Isolates, except for one v l h r l o - U k e f c o m m a  shaped) specie*, were gram valable or gram -
rods*
4. All produced partial to good and very good homogen I cat Ion of the gasoline layer over the loni
period of Incubation.
KHOVN S FFClfSi Five know sneclfx. coemwn to ground and well waters were carried along In the 
same manner as th# above expérimental species* Pesults follow»
I, Staphylococcus aureusi-l, Hram * cocct, Mo homogenitat Ion, failed to survive long term
Incuhatlon.
Mac 111 us subtliua. Cram * sm'te forming rod#, * 0  homogen I catlon, spores survived A  grew on 
Tsg after ) months,
F coll. Cram - rodsffrom a frfal source), siIght homogenisation, grew under the gasoline 
layer, were viable after lone Incubation,
Hlerocoecus so., Cram ♦ cocci, produced good homogenisation survived long incubation.
gnterococTusTfrom a water sAmnIe that produced gas In lactose). Cram ♦ coccus, Excellent
homogenirat Ion remained viable over long oerlod of Incubation,
This, fhe second study, of well* contaminated by gasoline strengthens the first study by being 
more Inclusive, somewhat more * u n o r t e d  by comparison with (I) Known species of bacteria often 
found In well, grown and aurfa» r water*, and (?) by some limited comparison with the F.XXOK 
gloPond svs tern Pond #1.
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Ir^ u t Data fo r PLASM Model 
















i.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
1 2 1110000 1110000 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
1 3 1110000 IllOOOO i.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
1 4 7770000 7770000 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
1 5 7770000 7770000 I.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
1 6 7770000 0 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 0
1 7 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 8 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
I 9 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 10 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 11 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 12 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 13 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 14 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 15 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 1 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
2 2 11500% 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 lOOOO
2 3 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
2 4 8050000 S050C'00 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
2 5 8050000 305'XXK' 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
2 6 7770000 7770Cw:'0 l.iE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
2 7 7770000 777COOO l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
2 8 3885000 0 I.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 0
2 9 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 10 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 11 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 12 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 13 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 14 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 15 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
2 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
3 1 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
3 2 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
3 3 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
3 4 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
3 5 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
3 6 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
3 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
3 8 3885000 3885000 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
1 5 6
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i Row j Ti T j S H 0 R RH RD Bottom Ki Kj
3 9 111000 111000 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
3 10 111000 111000 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
3 11 111000 111000 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
3 12 244200 244200 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
3 13 244200 244200 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
3 14 244200 0 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 0
3 15 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
3 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
3 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
4 1 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3153.21 3149.21 3030 0 10000
4 2 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3153.21 3149.21 3030 10000 10000
4 3 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 lOOOO
4 4 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
4 5 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
4 6 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
4 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
4 8 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
4 9 115000 115000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
4 10 115000 115000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
4 11 115000 115000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
4 12 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
4 13 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
4 14 244200 244200 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
4 15 244200 0 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 0
4 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
4 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
5 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
5 2 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3153.59 3149.59 3030 10000 10000
5 3 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
5 4 3450000 3450000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 30000 30000
5 5 3450000 3450000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 30000 30000
5 6 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
5 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
5 8 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
5 9 115000 115000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
5 10 115000 115000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
5 11 115000 115000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
5 12 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
5 13 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
5 14 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
5 15 244200 0 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 0
5 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
5 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
6 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
6 2 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3154.16 3150.16 3030 0 10000
6 3 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3154.16 3150.16 3030 10000 10000
6 4 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
6 5 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
6 6 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
6 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 i 5 : f
0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
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o l i Ron j Ti T j S H 0 R RH RD Bottom Ki Kj
6 8 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
6 9 115000 115000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 1000 1000
6 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
6 11 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
6 12 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
6 13 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
6 14 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
6 IS 244200 244200 1.0E*23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
6 16 244200 0 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 0
6 17 0 0 0.106 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
7 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 07 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
7 3 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3155.68 3151.68 3030 0 10000
7 4 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3155.68 3151.68 3030 10000 10000
7 5 920000 920000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 8000 8000
7 6 920000 920000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 8000 8000
7 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
7 a 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
7 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
7 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
7 11 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
7 12 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
7 13 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
7 14 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
7 15 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
7 16 244200 244200 l.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
7 17 244200 0 I.OE+23 3141 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 0
8 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
8 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
8 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
8 4 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3156.63 3152.63 3030 10000 10000
8 5 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
S 6 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
8 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
8 8 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
9 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
8 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
8 11 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
8 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
8 13 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
8 14 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
8 IS 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
9 16 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
8 17 253000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 0
9 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
9 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
9 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
9 4 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3157.2 3153.2 3030 10000 10000
9 5 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
9 6 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0
1 5 8
0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
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9 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
9 8 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
9 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
9 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
9 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 lOOOO
9 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
9 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
9 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
9 15 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
9 16 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
9 17 253000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 0
10 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
10 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
10 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
10 4 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3157.67 3153.67 3030 10000 10000
10 5 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
10 6 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
10 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
10 8 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
10 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
10 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
10 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
10 12 1150000 IIS-DOOO 0.106 3145 0 . 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
10 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
10 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
10 15 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
10 16 253000 253000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 2200
10 17 253000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 2200 0
11 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
11 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
11 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
11 4 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3158.15 3154.15 3030 10000 10000
11 5 3050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
11 6 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
11 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
11 8 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
11 9 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
11 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 lOOOO 10000
11 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
11 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
11 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
11 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
11 15 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
11 16 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
11 17 1150000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
12 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
12 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
12 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
12 4 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3158.72 3154.72 3030 0 10000
12 5 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0
1 5 9
1.1 3158.72 3154.72 3030 10000 10000
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12 6 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
12 7 8050000 8050000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 70000 70000
12 8 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
12 9 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
12 10 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
12 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
12 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
12 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
12 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
12 15 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
12 16 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
12 17 1150000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 lOOOO 0
13 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
13 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
13 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
13 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
13 5 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3159.86 3155.86 3030 0 lOOOO
13 6 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3159.86 3155.86 3030 10000 lOOOO
13 7 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
13 8 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
13 9 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
13 10 4025000 4025000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 35000 35000
13 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
13 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
13 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
13 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 lOOOO 10000
13 15 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
13 16 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
13 17 1150000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
14 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 3030 0 0
14 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
14 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 .3030 0 0
14 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
14 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
14 6 1I50C»00 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3161.39 3157.38 3030 10000 10000
14 7 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 lOOOO
14 B 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 15 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 16 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
14 17 1150000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
15 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
15 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
15 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
15 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0
1 6 0
0 0 0 3030 0 0
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15 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
15 6 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3162.04 3158.04 3030 10000 10000
15 7 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 8 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 12 1150000 I 150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 15 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 16 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
15 17 1150000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
16 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
16 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
16 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
16 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
16 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
16 6 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3162.61 3158.61 3030 10000 10000
16 7 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 8 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 .15 1150000 115:000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 16 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
16 17 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
17 I 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
17 2 0 '.1 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
17 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
17 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
17 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
17 6 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3163.66 3159.66 3030 0 lOOOO
17 7 1150000 115C000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3163.66 3159.66 3030 10000 10000
17 8 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 15 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 16 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
17 17 1150000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
18 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
18 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
18 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0
1 6 1
0 0 0 3030 0 0
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1 i Row j Ti T j s H 0 R RH RD Botto# Ki Kj
18 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
18 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
18 6 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
18 7 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3164.42 3160.42 3030 0 10000
18 8 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3164.42 3160.42 3030 10000 10000
18 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 lOOOO
18 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
IS 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 lOOOO 10000
18 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
18 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
18 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
18 15 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
18 16 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 10000
18 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 6 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 7 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 8 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3165.27 3161.27 3030 0 10000
19 9 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3165.27 3161.27 3030 10000 10000
19 10 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
19 11 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
19 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
19 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
19 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
19 15 1150000 0 0,106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
19 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
19 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 6 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 7 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 8 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 9 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1,1 3165.75 3161.75 3030 0 10000
20 10 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3165.75 3161.75 3030 0 10000
20 11 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3165.75 3161.75 3030 0 10000
20 12 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3165.75 3161.75 3030 10000 lOOM
20 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
20 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
20 15 1150000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
20 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
20 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
1 6 2
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Col i Row j Ti T j s H 0 R RH RD B o ttn Ki Kj
21 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 6 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 7 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 8 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 9 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 10 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 11 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 12 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3166.22 3162.22 3030 0 10000
21 13 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3166.22 3162.22 3030 10000 10000
21 14 1150000 1150000 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 10000
21 15 1150000 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 10000 0
21 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
21 17 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 1 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 2 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 3 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 4 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 5 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 6 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 7 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 8 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 9 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 10 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 11 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 12 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 13 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3166.7 3162.7 3030 0 10000
22 14 0 1150000 0.106 3145 0 1.1 3166.7 3162.7 3030 0 10000
22 15 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0
22 16 0 0 0.106 3145 0 0 0 0 3030 0 0



















Bottom -  bottom e le va tim  o f aquifer 
Ki -  conductiv ity  in  i  d ire c tio n  
K j -  conductiv ity  in  j  d ire c tio n  
Q -  areal recharge ra te  
R -  leakance fa c to r 
RD -  confin ing bed head 
RH -  source bed head 
S -  storage fa c to r 
H -  de fau lt head
Ti -  transm iss iv ity  in  i d ire c tio n  
T j -  tra n sm iss iv ity  in  j  d ire c tio n
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164 Rom Spacing
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River Level and Leakance Data for Transient PU81 Runs
Month Col i  Rom j
River Depth *■ 1 Foot 
River Leakance River Bottom ITiickness
8 4 1 3153.15 0.95
8 4 2 3153.15 0.95
8 5 2 3153.53 0.95
8 6 2 3154.1 0.95
8 6 3 3154.1 0.95
a 7 3 3155.63 0.95
8 7 4 3155.63 0.95
8 8 4 3156.58 0.95
8 9 4 3157.15 0.95
8 10 4 3157.63 0.95
8 11 4 3158.11 0.95
8 12 4 3158.68 0.95
8 12 5 3158.68 0.95
8 13 5 3159.82 0.95
8 13 6 3159.82 0.95
8 14 6 3161.35 0.95
8 15 6 3162.01 0.95
8 16 6 3162.58 0.95
8 17 6 3163.64 0.95
8 17 7 3163.64 0.95
8 18 7 3164.4 0.95
8 18 8 3164.4 0.95
8 19 8 3165.26 0.95
i % 1 M i l
8 20 10 3165.74 0.95
8 20 11 3165.74 0.95
9 20 12 3165.74 0.95
3 21 12 3166.21 0.95
8 21 13 3166.21 0.95
8 22 13 3166.69 0.95
3 22 14 3166.69 0.95
9 4 1 3153.09 0.95
9 4 2 3153.09 0.95
9 5 2 3153.47 0.95
9 6 2 3154.05 0.95
9 6 3 3154.05 0.95
9 7 3 3155.58 0.95
9 7 4 3155.58 0.95
9 8 4 3156.53 0.95
9 9 4 3157.11 0.95
9 10 4 3157.59 0.95
9 I t 4 3158.07 0.95
9 12 4 3158.64 0.95
9 12 5 3158.64 0.95
9 13 5 3159.79 0.95
9 13 6 3159.79 0.95
9 14 6 3161.32 0.95
9 15 6 3161.99 0.95
1 6 5
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Month Col i Row j River Leakance River Bottom Thickness
9 16 6 3162.57 0.95
9 17 6 3163.62 0.95
9 17 7 3163.62 0.95
9 18 7 3164.39 0.95
9 18 8 3164.39 0.95
9 19 8 3165.25 0.95
9 19 9 3165.25 0.95
9 20 9 3165.73 0.95
9 20 10 3165.73 0.95
9 20 11 3165.73 0.95
9 20 12 3165.73 0.95
9 21 12 3166.2 0.95
9 21 13 3166.2 0.95
9 22 13 3166.68 0.95
9 22 14 3166.68 0.95
10 4 1 3152.96 0.9
10 4 2 3152.96 0.9
10 5 2 3153.34 0.9
10 6 2 3153.92 0.9
10 6 3 3153.92 0.9
10 7 3 3155.44 0.9
10 7 4 3155.44 0.9
10 8 4 3156.39 0.9
10 9 4 3156.96 0.9
10 10 4 3157.44 0.9
10 11 4 3157.92 0.9
10 12 4 3158.49 0.9
10 12 5 3158.49 0.9
10 1 T 5 3159.63 0.9
10 6 3159.63 0.9
10 14 6 3161.15 0.9
10 15 6 3161.32 0.9
10 16 6 3162.39 0.9
10 17 6 3163.44 0.9
10 17 7 3163.44 0.9
10 IS 7 3164.2 0.9
10 18 8 3164,2 0.9
10 19 8 3165.06 0.9
10 19 9 3165.06 0.9
10 20 9 3165.54 0.9
10 20 10 3165.54 0.9
10 20 11 3165.54 0.9
10 20 12 3165.54 0.9
10 21 12 3166.01 0.9
10 21 13 3166.01 0.9
10 22 13 3166.49 0.9
10 22 14 3166.49 0.9
11 4 1 3152.99 1
11 4 2 3152.99 1
11 5 2 3153.37 1
1 6 6
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Month Col i Row j River Leakance River Bottom Thickness
11 6 2 3153.95
11 6 3 3153.95
11 7 3 3155.48
11 7 4 31%. 48
11 8 4 3156.44
11 9 4 3157.01
11 10 4 3157.49
11 11 4 3157.97
11 12 4 3158.54
11 12 5 3158.54
11 13 5 3159.69
11 13 6 3159.69
11 14 6 3161.22
11 15 6 3161.89
11 16 6 3162.47
11 17 6 3163.52
11 17 7 3163.52
11 18 7 3164.29
11 18 8 3164.29
11 19 8 3165.15
11 19 9 3165.15
11 20 ? 3165.63
11 20 10 3165.63
11 20 11 3165.63
11 20 12 3165.63
11 21 12 3166.1
11 21 13 3166.1
11 22 13 3166.58
11 22 14 3166.58
12 4 1 3153.27
12 4 2 3153.27
12 5 2 3153.65
12 6 2 3154.22
12 6 3 3154.22
12 7 3 3155.74
12 7 4 3155.74
12 8 4 3156.69
12 9 4 3157.26
12 10 4 3157.74
12 11 4 3158.21
12 12 4 3158.78
12 12 5 3158.78
12 13 5 3159.92
12 13 6 3159.92
12 14 6 3161.45
12 15 6 3162.11
12 16 6 3162.68
12 17 6 3163.73
12 17 7 3163.73
12 18 7 3164.49
1 6 7
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Month Col i Row j River Leakance River Bottom Thickness
12 13 8 3164.49 1 4
12 19 8 3165.35 1 4
12 19 9 3165.35 1 4
12 20 9 3165.82 1 4
12 20 10 3165.82 1 4
12 20 11 3165.82 1 4
12 20 12 3165.82 1 4
12 21 12 3166.3 1 4
12 21 13 3166.3 1 4
12 22 13 3166.77 I 4
12 22 14 3166.77 1 4
1 4 1 3153.54 1 4
1 4 2 3153.54 1 4
1 5 2 3153.92 1 4
1 6 2 3154.49 1 4
1 6 3 3154.49 1 4
1 7 3 3156 1 4
1 7 4 3156 1 4
I 3 4 3156.95 1 4
1 9 4 3157.51 1 4
1 10 4 3157.99 1 4
1 11 4 3158.46 1 4
1 12 4 3159.03 1 4
1 12 5 3159.03 1 4
1 13 5 3160.16 1 4
1 13 6 3160.16 1 4
1 14 6 3161.68 1 4
1 15 6 3162.34 1 4
I 16 6 3162.91 1 4
17 6 3163.95 1 4
1 17 7 3163,95 1 4
1 18 7 3164.71 1 4
1 18 8 3164.71 1 4
1 19 8 3165.56 1 4
1 19 9 3165.56 1 4
1 20 9 3166.03 1 4
1 20 10 3166.03 1 4
1 20 11 3166.03 1 4
1 20 12 3166.03 1 4
1 21 12 3166.5 1 4
1 21 13 3166.5 1 4
1 22 13 3166.98 1 4
1 22 14 3166.98 1 4
2 4 1 3152.41 0.95 4
2 4 2 3152.41 0.95 4
2 5 2 3152.79 0.95 4
2 6 2 3153.38 0.95 4
2 6 3 3153.38 0.95 4
2 7 3 3155.12 0.95 4
2 7 4 3155.12 0.95 4
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Month Col i Ron j River Leakance River Bottom Thickness
2 8 4 3155.91 0.95
2 9 4 3156.49 0.95
2 10 4 3156.98 0.95
2 i t 4 3157.46 0.95
2 12 4 3158.05 0.95
2 12 5 3158.05 0.95
2 13 5 3159.22 0.95
2 13 6 3159.22 0.95
2 14 6 3160.77 0.95
2 13 6 3161.45 0.95
2 16 6 3162.04 0.95
2 17 6 3163.11 0.95
2 17 7 3163.11 0.95
2 18 7 3163.89 0.95
2 18 8 3163.89 0.95
2 19 8 3164.76 0.95
2 19 9 3164.76 0.95
2 20 9 3165.25 0.95
2 20 10 3165.25 0.95
2 20 11 3165.25 0.95
2 20 12 3165.25 0.95
2 21 12 3165.74 0.95
2 21 13 3165.74 0.95
2 22 13 3166.22 0.95
2 22 14 3166.22 0.95
3 4 1 3152.77 0.95
3 4 2 3152.77 0.95
3 5 2 3153.15 0.95
3 6 2 3153.73 0.95
3 6 3 3153.73 0.95
3 7 3 3155.27 0.95
3 7 4 3155.27 0.95
3 8 4 3156.23 0.95
3 9 4 3156.81 0.95
3 10 4 3157.29 0.95
3 11 4 3157.77 0.95
3 12 4 3158.34 0.95
3 12 5 3158.34 0.95
3 13 5 3159.5 0.95
3 13 6 3159.5 0.95
3 14 6 3161.03 0.95
3 15 6 3161.71 0.95
3 16 6 3162.28 0.95
3 17 6 3163.34 0.95
3 17 7 3163.34 0.95
3 18 7 3164.11 0.95
3 18 8 3164.11 0.95
3 19 8 3164.97 0.95
3 19 9 3164.97 0.95
3 20 9 3165.45 0.95
1 6 9
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Month Col i Row j River Leakance River Bottom Thickness
3 20 10 3165.43 0.95 4
3 20 11 3165.45 0.95 4
20 12 3165.45 0.95 4
3 21 12 3165.93 0.95 4
21 13 3165.93 0.95 4
5 22 13 3166.42 0.95 4
22 14 3166.42 0.95 4
4 4 1 3153.45 1.05 4
4 4 2 3153.45 1.05 4
4 5 2 3153.84 1.05 4
4 6 2 3154.41 1.05 4
4 6 3 3154.41 1.05 4
4 7 3 3155.95 1.05 4
4 7 4 3155.95 1.05 4
4 8 4 3156.91 1.05 4
4 9 4 3157.48 1.05 4
4 10 4 3157.96 1.05 4
4 11 4 3158.44 1.05 4
4 12 4 3159.02 1.05 4
4 12 5 3159.02 1.05 4
4 13 5 3160.17 1.05 4
4 13 6 3160.17 1.05 4
14 6 3161.71 1.05 4
4 15 6 3162.38 1.05 4
4 16 6 3162.95 1.05 4
4 17 6 3164.01 1.05 4
4 17 7 3164.01 1.05 4
4 18 7 3164.78 1.05 4
4 18 8 3164.78 1.05 4
4 19 8 3165.64 1.05 4
19 9 3165.64 l.tOS 4
4 20 9 3166.12 1.05 4
20 10 3166.12 1.05 4
4 20 11 3166.12 1.05 4
4 20 12 3166.12 1.05 4
4 21 12 3166.6 1.05 4
4 21 13 3166.6 1.05 4
4 22 13 3167.08 1.05 4
4 22 14 3167.08 1.05 4
5 4 I 3154.27 1.25 4
5 4 2 3154.27 1.25 4
5 5 2 3154.64 1.25 4
5 6 2 3155.19 1.25 4
5 6 3 3155.19 1.25 4
5 7 3 3156.67 1.25 4
5 7 4 3156.67 1.25 4
5 8 4 3157.6 1.25 4
5 9 4 3158.15 1.25 4
5 10 4 3158.62 1.25 4
5 11 4 3159.08 1.25 4
1 7 0
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Month Col i Ron j River Leakance River Bottom Thickness
5 12 4 3159.64 1.25 4
5 12 5 3159.64 1.25 4
5 13 5 3160.75 1.25 4
5 13 6 3160.75 1.25 4
5 14 6 3162.23 1.25 4
5 15 6 3162.87 1.25 4
5 16 6 3163.43 1.25 4
5 17 6 3164.45 1.25 4
5 17 7 3164.45 1.25 4
5 18 7 3165.19 1.25 4
5 IS B 3165.19 1.25 4
5 19 8 3166.02 1.25 4
5 19 9 3166.02 1.25 4
5 20 9 3166.49 1.25 4
5 20 10 3166.49 1.25 4
5 20 11 3166.49 1.25 4
5 20 12 3166.49 1.25 4
5 21 12 3166.95 1.25 4
5 21 13 3166.95 1.25 4
5 22 13 3167.41 1.25 4
5 22 14 3167.41 1.25 4
6 4 I 3152.72 1.15 4
6 4 2 3152.72 1.15 4
6 5 2 3153.11 1.15 4
6 6 2 3153.69 1.15 4
6 6 3 3153.69 1.15 4
6 7 3 3155.25 1.15 4
6 ? 4 3155.25 1.15 4
6 3 4 3156.22 1.15 4
6 5 4 3156.8 1.15 4
6 10 4 3157.28 1.15 4
6 11 4 3157.77 1.15 4
6 12 4 3158.35 1.15 4
6 12 5 3158.35 1.15 4
6 13 5 3159.18 1.15 4
6 13 6 3159.18 1.15 4
6 14 6 3161.07 1.15 4
6 15 6 3161.75 1.15 4
6 16 6 3162.33 1.15 4
6 17 6 3163.4 1.15 4
6 17 7 3163.4 1.15 4
6 18 7 3164.18 1.15 4
6 18 8 3164.18 1.15 4
6 19 8 3165.05 1.15 4
6 19 9 3165.05 1.15 4
6 20 9 3165.54 1.15 4
6 20 10 3165.54 1.15 4
6 20 11 3165.54 1.15 4
6 20 12 3165.54 1.15 4
6 21 12 3166.02 1.15 4
1 7 1
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Month Col i Ron j River Leakance River Bottom Thickness
6 21 13 3166.02 1.15 4
6 22 13 3166.51 1.15 4
6 22 14 3166.31 1.15 4
1 7 2
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Constant Head Boundary Data for Transient PLASM Runs
lonth Col i Row j Head
8 1 1 3139.25
8 1 2 3139.25
8 1 3 3139.25
8 I 4 3139.25
8 1 5 3139.25
8 1 6 3139.25
8 2 6 3139.25
8 2 7 3139.25
8 2 8 3139.25
8 3 8 3139.25
8 3 9 3139.25
8 3 10 3139.25
8 3 11 3139.25
8 3 12 3139.25
8 3 13 3139.25
8 3 14 3139,25
8 4 14 3139.25
8 4 15 3139.25
8 5 15 3139.25
8 6 15 3139.25
8 6 16 3139.25
8 7 16 3139.25
8 7 17 3139.25
9 1 1 3138.5
9 I 2 3138.5
9 1 3 3138.5
9 1 4 3138.5
9 1 5 3138.5
9 1 6 3138.5
9 2 6 3133.5
9 2 7 3138.5
9 2 8 3138.5
9 3 8 3138.5
9 3 9 3138.5
9 3 10 3138.5
9 3 11 3138.5
9 3 12 3138.5
9 3 13 3138.5
9 3 14 3138.5
9 4 14 3138.5
9 4 15 3138.5
9 5 15 3138.5
9 6 15 3138.5
9 6 16 3138.5
9 7 16 3138.5
9 7 17 3138.5
10 1 1 3136,2
10 1 2 3136.2
10 1 3 3136.2 173
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fanth Col i Ron j Head
10 1 4 3136.2
10 1 5 3136.2
10 1 6 3136.2
10 2 6 3136.2
10 2 7 3136.2
10 2 8 3136.2
10 3 S 3136.2
10 3 9 3136.2
10 3 10 3136.2
10 3 11 3136.2
10 3 12 3136.2
10 3 13 3136.2
10 3 14 3136.2
10 4 14 3136.2
10 4 15 3136.2
10 5 15 3136.2
10 6 15 3136.2
10 6 16 3136.2
10 7 16 3136,2
10 7 17 3136.2
11 I 1 3134.8
11 I 2 3134.8
11 1 3 3134.8
11 1 4 3134.8
11 1 5 3134.8
11 1 6 3134.0
11 6 3134.8
11 2 7 3134.8
11 8 3134.8
11 3 3 3134.8
11 j 9 3134.8
11 10 3134.8




11 4 14 3134.8
11 4 15 3134.8
11 5 15 3134.8
11 6 15 3134.8
11 6 16 3134.8
11 7 16 3134,8
11 7 17 3134.8
12 1 1 3133.8
12 1 2 3133.8
12 1 3 3133.8
12 1 4 3133.8
12 1 5 3133.8
12 1 6 3133.8
12 2 6 3133.8
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kmUi Col i Row j Head
12 2 7 3133.8
12 2 8 3133.8
12 3 8 3133.8
12 3 9 3133.8
12 3 10 3133.8
12 3 11 3133.8
12 3 12 3133.8
12 3 13 3133.8
12 3 14 3133.8
12 4 14 3133.8
12 4 15 3133.8
12 5 15 3133.8
12 6 15 3133.8
12 6 16 3133,8
12 7 16 3133.8
12 7 17 3133.8
1 1 1 3132.8
1 1 2 3132.8
1 1 3 3132.8
1 1 4 3132.8
1 I 5 3132.8
1 1 6 3132.8
1 2 6 3132.8
1 2 7 3132.8
1 2 8 3132.8
1 3 8 3132.8
1 3 9 3132.8
1 3 10 3132.8
I 3 11 3132.8
1 3 12 3132.8
1 3 13 3132.3
1 3 14 3132.8
1 4 14 3132.8
1 4 15 3132.8
1 5 15 3132.8
1 15 3132.8
1 6 16 3132.8
1 7 16 3132.8
1 7 17 3132.8
2 1 1 3132.4
2 1 2 3132.4
2 1 3 3132.4
2 1 4 3132.4
2 1 5 3132.4
2 1 6 3132.4
2 2 6 3132.4
2 2 7 3132.4
2 2 8 3132.4
2 3 8 3132.4
2 3 9 3132.4
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snth Col i Ron j Head
2 3 10 3132.4
2 3 11 3132.4
2 3 12 3132.4
2 3 13 3132.4
2 3 14 3132.4
2 4 14 3132.4
2 4 15 3132.4
2 5 15 3132.4
2 6 15 3132.4
2 6 16 3132.4
2 7 16 3132.4
2 7 17 3132.4
3 I 1 3132.8
3 1 2 3132.8
3 1 3 3132.8
3 1 4 3132.8
3 1 5 3132.8
3 1 6 3132.8
3 2 6 3132.8
3 2 7 3132.8
3 2 3 3132.8
3 3 a 3132.8
3 3 9 3132.8
3 3 10 3132.8
3 3 11 3132.8
3 3 12 3132.8
3 3 13 3132.8
3 3 14 3132.8
3 4 14 3132.8
3 4 15 3132.8
3 5 15 3132.8
3 6 15 3132.8
3 6 16 3132.8
7 16 3132.8
7 17 3132.8
4 1 1 3134.2
4 i 2 3134.2
4 1 3 3134.2
4 1 4 3134.2
4 1 5 3134.2
4 1 6 3134.2
4 2 6 3134.2
4 2 7 3134.2
4 2 8 3134.2
4 3 8 3134.2
4 3 9 3134.2
4 3 10 3134.2
4 3 11 3134.2
4 3 12 3134.2
4 3 13 3134.2
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mth Col i Row j Head
4 3 14 3134.2
4 4 14 3134.2
4 4 15 3134.2
4 5 15 3134.2
4 6 15 3134.2
4 6 16 3134.2
4 7 16 3134.2
4 7 17 3134.2
5 I 1 3139.8
5 I 2 3139.8
5 1 3 3139.8
5 1 4 3139.8
5 I 5 3139.8
5 1 6 3139.8
5 2 6 3139.8
5 2 7 3139.8
5 2 8 3139.8
5 3 9 3139.8
5 3 9 3139.8
5 3 10 3139.8
5 3 11 3139.8
5 3 12 3139.8
5 3 13 3139.8
5 3 14 3139.8
5 4 14 3139.8
5 4 15 3139.8
5 15 3139.8
5 6 15 3139.8
5 6 16 3139.8
5 16 3139.8
5 7 17 3139.8
6 1 1 3140.6
6 1 2 3140.6
6 1 3 3140.6
6 1 4 3140.6
6 1 5 3140.6
6 1 6 3140.6
6 2 6 3140.6
6 2 7 3140.6
6 2 8 3140.6
6 3 3 3140.6
6 3 9 3140.6
6 3 10 3140.6
6 3 11 3140.6
6 3 12 3140.6
6 3 13 3140.6
6 3 14 3140.6
6 4 14 3140.6
6 4 15 3140.6
6 5 15 3140.6
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Month Col i  Row j  Head
I I 15 3140.6
6 6 16 3140.6
6 7 16 3140.6
6 7 17 3140.6
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Leakance Computation 
A Comparison with Clark (1986)
Estimate the Clark Fork river to be 8 miles long from 
Hellgate canyon to the river's confluence with the 
Bitterroot river at a width of 300 feet. Area of riverbed:
42,240 ft X  300 ft = 12,670,000 ft= 
from Clark:
0/Area = 36,000,000 gpd/12,670,000 ft= = 2.84 gpd/ft=*
if model riverbed area = As = 2,107,604 ft=®
then O = 2.84 gpd/ft= x 2,107,604 ft* = 5,985,595 gpd
from PLASM:
O = P/m(As)hmax
P/m = leakance = let it be 1 gpd/ft^
As = 2,107,604 ft*
hmax = head difference between river level and 
bottom of riverbed = 4 ft in model
then Q = 8,430,416 gpd, this is a 41 % increase over 
Clark's average estimate
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Calibration of PLASM 
I compared simulated versus actual water levels 
generated after each monthly time step during a transient 
run for 24 nodes that corresponded with actual well 
locations (Figure 8 and Table 5). By adjusting the 
configuration and values of the different K zones between 
succeeding runs, I attempted to calibrate simulated head 
levels for these nodes to within 0 . 2 feet (0.06 m) of actual 
field data. Figures 15A—D are hydrographs of four wells 
throughout the study area comparing actual vs. simulated 
heads.
' 5: MelIs used for calibration of transient PLASM model
Well # Node (i,j) Comments
MePark 1 18,9 actual well 180 ft. to NE
3092 2 16. 10
3001-D 15, 12
3002-D 4 14, 11
3091 5 13, 10
3004—D 6 12,7 actual well 160 ft. to E
1018 7 12,8
1040 8 11,7 actual well 60 ft. to E
1021 9 11,8
1039 10 8 , 6
1003&4 11 12,9 actual wells 60 ft. to N
1009&11 12 10,9 actual wells 60 ft. E & W
1025 13 3,8 actual well 32 ft. to W
1029 14 7,5 actual well 82 ft. to W
1030 15 6,5 actual well 120 ft. to E
1043 16 5, 14
1042 17 6 , 10
1044 18 6 , 8
1046 19 2 , 2
1028 20 1 0 , 12 actual well 82 ft. to E
1041 21 11, 14 actual well 82 ft. to E
1023 22 9,8
1016-D 23 8,9
3093 24 8 , 12
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Figure ISA: Hydrograph of Weil 3002-D
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Figure 15C: Hydrograph of Well 1039
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I used a composite error tolerance of plus or minus 0.2 
feet (0.06 m) during calibration, because I felt that a 
higher tolerance would have made it more difficult to 
reproduce the actual potentiometric surface. Figure 16 
illustrates the range of differences between actual and 
simulated head values for the month of October, 1986. This 
plot is typical of the plots for the other nine months 
(Appendix C ) . All plots exhibit a high degree of correlation 
( r> 97% ) with some scatter attributable to location error 
between model node position and actual well location, field 
error (error in measuring the static water level), and the 
inability of the model to assimilate sudden high recharge 
within the 30.33 day time limit. This latter source of error 
occurs in April and May.
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Figure 16: Plot of differences between actual vs. simulated heads 
at calibration wells.
Regression Analyses o f Model Generated Head »
Month Nell I  Actual Model D if f .
1 3146.37 3146.45 -0.06
2 3145.46 3145.48 -0.02
3 3145.17 3145.13 0.04
4 3144.58 3144.87 -0.29
5 3144.41 3144.5 -0.09
6 3143.79 3144 -0.21
7 3143.95 3144.03 -0.08
8 3143.74 3143.76 -0.02
9 3143.75 3143.79 -0.04
10 3143.32 3143.13 0.19
11 3144 3144.15 -0.15
12 3143.5 3143.57 -0.07
14 3142.89 3142.45 0.44
20 3143.82 3143.75 0.07
21 3144.2 3144.12 0.08
22 3143.39 3143.28 0.11
23 3143.28 3143.09 0.19
24 3143.53 3143.3 0.23
Regression Output:
Constant -299.458
Std Err of Y Est 0.158313
R Squared 0.974650
No. of Observations 18
Degrees o f Freedom 16
X C oeffic ient(s) 
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Month Well I Actual Model Diff.
9 1 3143.79 3143.55 0.24
9 2 3142.9 3142.68 0.22
9 3 3142.68 3142.38 0.3
9 4 3141.99 3142.13 -0.14
9 5 3141.38 3141.78 -0.4
9 6 3140.98 3141.3 -0.32
9 7 3141.11 3141.33 -0.22
9 8 3141.02 3141.07 -0.05
9 9 3141.16 3141.11 0.05
9 10 3140.59 3140.49 0.1
9 I t 3141.23 3141.45 -0.22
9 12 3141 3140.9 0.1
9 20 3141.23 3141.1 0.13
9 21 3141.58 3141.46 0.12
9 22 3140.69 3140.63 0.06
9 23 3140.57 3140.46 O .Il
9 24 3140.84 3140.69 0.15
Regression Output:
Constant 271.3946
Std Err o f y Est 0.195081
R Squared 0.949174
No, o f Observations 17
Degrees o f Freedca 15
X C oeffic ien tfs) 0.913604 
Std Err o f Coef. 0.054585
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north Hell t Actual Hodel Diff.
10 1 3141.33 3141.37 -0.04
10 2 3140.76 3140.51 0.25
10 3 3140.59 3140.24 0.35
10 4 3139.84 3139.97 -0.13
10 5 3139.17 3139.6 4).43
10 6 3138.8 3139.09 -0.29
10 7 3138.97 3139.13 -0.16
10 8 3138.79 3138.86 -0.07
10 9 3138.9 3138.9 0
10 10 3138.28 3138.26 0.02
10 11 3138.98 3139.26 -0.28
10 12 3138.47 3138.7 -0.23
10 13 3138.29 3138.2 0.09
10 14 3137.26 3137.58 -0.32
10 15 3137.55 3137.38 0.17
10 16 3136.34 3136.44 -0.1
10 17 3137.94 3137.86 0.08
10 IB 3137.3 3137.41 -0.11
10 19 3136.68 3136.47 0.21
10 20 3138.93 3138.93 0
10 21 3139.37 3139.31 0.06
10 22 3138.38 3138.41 -0.03
10 23 3138.01 3138,23 -0.22
10 24 3138.69 3138.51 0.18
Regression Output;
Constant 83.75844
Std Err o f V Est 0.198462
R Squared 0.973395
No. o f Observations 24
Degrees of F reed* 22
I C oeffic ient(s) 0.973327 
Std Err o f Coef. 0.034306
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Month Hell I Actual Model Diff.
1 3140.16 3140.34 -0.18
2 3139.4 3139.4 0
3 3139.25 3139.08 0.17
4 3138.53 3138.8 -0.27
5 3138.23 3138.42 -0.19
6 3137.51 3137.89 -0.38
7 3137.74 3137.93 -0.19
8 3137.48 3137.65 -0.17
9 3137.65 3137,69 -0.04
10 3136.98 3137 -0.02
11 3137.66 3138.05 -0.39
12 3137.3 3137.46 -0.16
13 3137 3136.93 0.07
15 3136.24 3136.07 0.17
16 3135-08 3135.04 0.04
17 3136.63 3136.55 0.08
18 3135.98 3136.09 -0.11
19 3135.39 3135.1 0.29
20 3137.64 3137.68 -0.04
21 3138.03 3138.07 -0.04
22 3137.16 3137.16 0
23 3137.11 3136.97 0.14
24 3137.4 3137.23 0.17
Regression Output;
Constant -166.448
Std Err o f Y Est 0.170772
R Squared 0.982775
No. o f Observations 23
Degrees o f Freedom 21
X C oeffic ient(s) 
Std Err o f Coef.
i . 053066 
0.030422
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Ifenth Hell • Actual Model Diff.
1 3138.36 3138.39 -0.03
2 3137.35 3137.44 0.11
3 3137.37 3137.1 0.27
4 3136.58 3136.83 -0.25
5 3136.32 3136.44 -0.12
6 3135.43 3135.91 -0.48
7 3135.73 3135.95 -0.22
B 3135.46 3135.66 -0.2
9 3135.65 3135.71 -0.06
10 3134.92 3135.02 -0.1
11 3135.74 3136.08 -0.34
12 3135.22 3135.48 -0,26
13 3134.96 3134.94 0.02
15 3134.39 3134.08 0.31
16 3133.04 3133.04 0
17 3134.63 3134.55 0.08
18 3133.93 3134.1 -0.17
19 3133.24 3133.1 0.14
20 3135.83 3135.69 0.14
21 3136.13 3136.09 0.04
22 3135.11 3135.18 -0.07
23 3135.02 3134.98 0.04
24 3135.44 3135.23 0.21
Regression Output:
Constant -10.5202
Std Err o f Y Est 0.202694
R Squared 0.976139
No. o f Observations 
Degrees o f Freedom
X C oeffic ient(s) 1.003368 
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Nonth Well # Actual Model Diff.
2 1 3137.49 3137.68 -0.19
2 2 3136.88 3136.76 0.12
2 3 3136.77 3136.44 0.33
2 4 3135.97 3136.18 -0.21
2 6 3134.88 3135.32 -0.44
2 7 5135.07 3135.36 -0.29
2 8 3134.74 3135.09 -0.35
2 9 3135.09 3135.12 -0.03
2 10 3134.42 3134.40 -0.06
2 11 3135.15 3135.47 -0.32
2 12 3134.7 3134.91 -0.21
2 13 3134.45 3134.41 0.04
2 14 3133.9 3133.8 0.1
2 15 3133.72 3133.6 0.12
2 16 3132.58 3132.62 -0.04
2 17 3134.11 3134.03 0.08
2 IS 3133.43 3133.62 -0.19
2 19 3132.66 3132.68 -0.02
2 20 3135.12 3135.11 0.01
2 21 3135.57 3135.47 0.1
2 22 3134.54 3134.63 -0.09
2 23 3134.48 3134.44 0.04
2 24 3134.87 3134.67 0.2
Regression Output;
Constant 13.B2929
Std Err o f Y Est 0.196441
R Squared 0.975074
No. o f Observations 23
Degrees o f Freedom 21
X C oeffic ient(s) 0.994011 
Std Err o f Coef. 0.034680
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Month Well I Actual Model Diff.
3 I 3137.65 3137.82 -0.17
3 2 3137.02 3136.92 0.1
3 3 3136.87 3136.6 0.27
3 4 3136.18 3136.35 -0.17
3 5 3135.76 3136.02 -0.26
3 6 3135.18 3135.56 -0.38
3 7 3135.42 3135.59 -0.17
3 8 3135.2 3135.34 -0.14
3 9 3135.34 3135.37 -0.03
3 10 3134.74 3134.76 -0.02
3 11 3135.4 3135.7 -0.3
3 12 3134.97 3135.17 -0.2
3 13 3134.73 3134.69 0.04
3 14 3134.26 3134.13 0.13
3 15 3134.05 3133.94 0.11
3 16 3132.91 3132.99 -0.08
3 17 3134.44 3134.32 0.12
3 18 3133.79 3133.95 -0.16
3 19 3133.18 3133.07 0.11
3 20 3135.35 3135.33 0.02
3 21 3135.79 3135.66 0.13
3 22 3134.82 3134.9 -0.08
3 23 3134,77 3134.72 0.05
3 24 3135.22 3134.91 0.31
Regression Output:
Constant -29.3460
Std Err o f Y Est 0.190489
R Squared 0.976026
No. o f Observations 24
Degrees o f Freedom 22
X C oe ffic ien t(5) 1.009370 
Std Err o f Coef. 0.033726
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Well 1 Actual Model D if f .
1 3138.91 3139.39 -0.48
2 3138.23 3138.42 -0.19
3 3138.1 3138.05 0.05
4 3137.45 3137.82 -0.37
5 3137.34 3137.47 -0.13
6 3136.52 3137.03 -0.51
7 3136.79 3137.05 -0.26
8 3136.51 3136.8 -0.29
9 3136.64 3136.83 -0.19
10 3136.12 3136.21 -0.09
11 3136.7 3137.15 -0.45
12 3136.3 3136.61 -0.31
13 3136.07 3136.14 -0.07
14 3135.79 3135.58 0.21
15 3135.57 3135.38 0.19
16 3134.39 3134.38 0.01
17 3135.94 3135.73 0.21
18 3135.32 3135.38 -0.06
19 3134.81 3134.49 0.32
20 3136.65 3136.74 -0.09
21 3137.05 3137.06 -0.01
22 3136.14 3136.35 -0.21
23 3136.13 3136.16 -0.03





Std Err o f Y Est 0.208575
K Squared 0.969438
No. of Observations 
Degrees o f Freedom
24
22
X C oeffic ient(s) 
Std Err o f Coef.
t . 114031 
0.042171
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Month Hell I Actual Model Diff.
5 1 3144.38 3144.9 -0.52
5 2 3143.76 3143.83 -0.07
5 3 3143.54 3143.37 0.17
5 4 3142.93 3143.17 -0.24
5 5 3142.79 3142.86 -0.07
5 6 3141.96 3142.48 -0.52
5 7 3142.32 3142.5 -0.18
5 8 3142.06 3142.27 -0.21
5 9 3142.22 3142.29 -0.07
5 10 3141.74 3141.71 0.03
5 11 3142.3 3142.58 -0.28
5 12 3141.9 3142.07 -0.17
5 13 3141.64 3141.62 0.02
5 14 3141.19 3141.14 0.05
5 15 3141.11 3140.95 0.16
5 16 3139.9 3139.92 -0.02
5 17 3141.4 3141.15 0.25
5 18 3140.74 3140.91 -0.17
5 19 3140.13 3140.1 0.03
5 20 3142.23 3142.08 0.15
5 21 3142.64 3142.33 0.31
5 22 3141.76 3141.83 -0.07
5 23 3141.66 3141.63 0.03
5 24 3141.95 3141.64 0.31
Regression Output;
Constant -178.352
Std Err o f Y Est 0.217316
R Squared 0.964145
No. of Observations 24
Degrees o f Freedom 22
X Coefficient<s) 1.056841 
Std Err of Coef. 0.043450
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Month Hell t Actual Model Diff.
6 1 3145.82 3146.03 -0.21
6 2 3145.05 3145.03 0.02
6 3 3144.3 3144.65 0.15
6 4 3144.14 3144.4 -0.26
6 5 3143.97 3144.04 -0.07
6 6 3143.14 3143.56 -0.42
6 7 3143.43 3143.59 -0.16
6 8 3143.23 3143.32 -0.09
6 9 3143.4 3143.36 0.04
6 10 3142.7 3142.71 -0.01
6 11 3143.4 3143.7 -0.3
6 12 3142.84 3143.13 -0.29
6 13 3142.69 3142.63 0.06
6 14 3142.18 3142.04 0.14
6 15 3142.07 3141.83 0.24
6 16 3140.57 3140.8 -0.23
6 17 3142.32 3142.21 0.11
6 13 3141.68 3141.83 -0.15
6 19 3141.03 3140.9 0.13
6 20 3143.26 3143.28 -0.02
6 21 3143.66 3143.62 0.04
6 22 3142.8 3142.85 -0.05
6 23 3142.7 3142.65 0.05
6 24 3143 3142.82 0.18
Regression Output:
Constant -65.5158
Std Err o f y Est 0.176515
R Squared 0.980126
Ne. of Observations 24
Degrees of Freedom 22
X C oeffic ie ritls ) 1.020859 
Std Err o f Coef. 0.030992
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APPENDIX D
Bacterial Oxidation of Hydrocarbons
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Bacterial Oxidation of Hydrocarbons 
The subsurface environment is host to wide variety of 
”*^*-*^°hial flora, of which bacteria play the most important 
role (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Many of the important redox 
i^Gactions in ground water are catalyzed by bacterial enzymes 
which interact with molecular structures of redox reactions 
between the reactants and products, and lower the activation 
energies of the reactions. Bacteria require energy in order 
to build new cell mass and maintain cellular functions. The 
main source of this energy is the oxidation of organic 
matter (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).
Gasoline is a mixture of alkanes, cycloalkanes, and 
aromatics, as well as compounds containing halogens and 
other functional groups (Bruel1 and Hoag, 1984; and Suflita, 
1985). The oxidation of these hydrocarbons provides carbon 
and energy to bacteria, which allows them to sustain their 
growth and maintenance processes. These bacterial processes 
ultimately result in the detoxification of the organic 
contaminant by forming COa and H^O (Brown et al.., 1985) .
All hydrocarbons have similar oxidation pathways. This 
is particularly true for the aromatics, such as benzene, 
toluene, and phenol, whose pathways eventually merge and 
follow a common route to complete oxidation (Marr and Stone, 
1960). Alkane metabolism is a common biological process that 
begins with the oxidation of a terminal methyl group forming 
a fatty acid. In the metabolism of fatty acids, the
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carboxylie acid functional group is first converted to a 
thioester by reaction with coenzyme A. Subsequent reactions 
involve beta oxidation of the fatty acid and cleavage with 
the formation of acetylcoenzyme A. The new fatty acid with 
the shorter alkane chain is recycled through the fatty acid 
cycle. The acetylcoenzyme A molecules, in turn, are 
converted to CQa> and HzO through the citric acid cycle.
Oxidation pathways for hydrocarbons may be reviewed in 
Gibson et ai. (1968); Marr and Stone (1960); Sufiita (1985); 
and Fessenden and Fessenden (1986). Based on these reviews,
I have presented a synthesis of the possible oxidation 
pathways for benzene, toluene, xylene, phenols, and alkanes 
in Figure 17A—D.
The initial step in the oxidation of hydrocarbon 
molecules by bacteria is the cleavage of a carbon-hydrogen 
bond. This process, which requires molecular oxygen (Oa), is 
difficult to initiate in subsurface environments (Brown et 
al., 1985; Fessenden, 1988; and Shelton, 1988). Only a few
bacterial species are able to initiate a C—H cleavage. The 
majority of these bacteria are found in the genus 
Pseudomonas (P. aeruginosa. P. sepacia, P. putida, and P^ 
f 1uorescens). Certain Mycobacterium and Arthrobacter species 
may also be able to oxidize C—H bonds (Marr and Stone, 1961; 
and Shelton, 1988). After cleavage of a C—H bond, additional 
oxidation pathways are available because a larger variety of 
bacteria are able to react with the C-G bonds (Shelton,
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1988).
The rate at which the redox reactions proceed depends 
upon the availability of nutrients (oxygen, nitrogen, 
phosphorous, sulfur, and trace elements) in the subsurface 
environment and upon the physiology of the bacteria 
(Sufiita, 1985). If the concentration of molecular oxygen 
should diminish so that the environment becomes reducing, 
oxidation of the organic matter will continue, but only by 
those bacterial species capable of reducing metallic oxides. 
Reactions involving the reduction of metal oxides are shown 
below (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).
(CHzO)M + 2 MnOz(s) + 3 H+ = 2 Mn=+ + HCO3- + 2 H^O 
Manganese(VII) Reduction
(CHsO)^ +• 4 Fe(0H)3 (s) + 7 H* = 4 Fe=* + HCO3 - + 10 H^O
Iron(III) Reduction
(CH2 O)M = simple carbohydrate (s) - solid
These oxidation-reduction reactions result in reduced, 
more soluble metal complexes. The hydrocarbons, in turn, are 
oxidized to CO2 and HaO. An increase in the bacterial 
population of both hydrocarbon degraders and nondegraders 
will also be observed (Alexander, 1981; and Brubaker and 
Crokett, 1986).
Bacterial samples taken from monitoring wells on 
Champion property show an increase in bacterial population
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•From November, 1986 to May, 1987, which corresponds to an 
increase in total BTX contamination across the site (Table 
3). Bacterial identification of isolates from ground water 
samples (Appendix B) are inconclusive beyond the genus 
level, but there appear to be species of Micrococcus and 
Enterococcus capable of utilizing hydrocarbons as a food 
source.
The population increase of both degraders and non— 
degraders supports my belief that oxidation of the gasoline 
is taking place. I am skeptical of the increased bacterial 
populations in May that show up in the deep wells (> 55 ft. 
0 1 7  m > ), 3002-D and 3004—D, because these wells do not 
appear to have a food source as is found in their shallower 
counterparts. It was suggested that the elevated populations 
in the deeper wells are a result of bacterial contaminât ion 
from the shallower zones, along the well casing, but water 
quality differences between the shallow and deep wells do 
not support this suggestion.
Redox reactions that consume organic matter proceed 
through a series of five processes as conditions become 
increasingly anaerobic: denitrification, manganese
reduction, iron reduction, sulfate reduction, and finally 
methane fermentation. Figure 14 shows high levels of 
dissolved manganese and iron in wells 3002—S, 3003—S, 1020— 
S, and 1018. I believe that these high levels indicate that 
the second and third redox processes are taking place across
217
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the Champion site, and that reducing conditions diminish 
across the site until California Street. Beyond California 
Street, aerobic oxidation conditions dominate and dissolved 
metal levels return to background levels.
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Figure 17A: Oxidation pathways of benzene,
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Figure 17D: Oxidation pathways of alkanes.
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